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Abstract
This project was initiated to delineate the spatial distribution of
the soils in the study area in southern Sudan utilizing the synoptic
and temporal advantages of Landsat imagery. A multistage inves-
tigation technique was employed to verify interpretations made on
the Landsat imagery. This involved loul level aerial reconnaissance
and ground survey and sampling.
Fourteen Landsat scenes were used to produce mosaics of the
1.67,474 km' study area. These were black and white NESS 7 images
and false color composite images. Five major soil-landscape units
were delineated on the mosaics and these were subdivided into a
total of 40 soil mapping units. The aerial reconnaissance was useful
in defining boundaries between mapping units and in estimating
the proportion of the various soils which composed each mapping
unit. Ground surveying permitted first-hand observation of the
major soils and sampling for quantitative laboratory analysis,
Based on the combination of those stages of investigation, soil
interpretations were made. These tinter;; etations included soil pro-
perties, potentials and limi.tatiorts. The soil potentials included
irrigated agriculture and rainfed agriculture at high and low levels
of management for common crops.
All of the soil data and the rariouN interpretations were entered
into a computerized cellular data base. This permits extraction of
thematic maps of any information stored in the data base at any
t10	 Abdol-Hady, Myers, Abdel Sarnia, Moore, Younis at al. 	
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scale specified. fit addition, rombination of data may be made for 	 1
specific use and interpretation.
The project has demonstrated the time and cost effectiveness of
Landsat imagery for large area resource inventory. When com-
bined with low level aircraft and ground surveys, meaningful inter-
pretations can be made. The temporal, synoptic nature of Landsat
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Soils, existing at the surface of the earth, represent a zone of	 F: '
physical, biological and chemical alteration of the underlying 	 E'	 ,
geologic material. Many of the processes which have been active in	 r
the formation of the soil have also been significant in the formation1	 +^	 E
and alteration of the landscape. At some places on the landscape
t	 there is a continuous tearing down by the process of erosion and	 }
i at other places a subsequent building up by the process of sedimen-
tation. It is the balance between erosion and sedimentation which
forms and alters landscapes and, iii turn, influences to a large
degree, where certain soils will occur and what their properties 	 r
{	 will be.	 f
p
The interrelationships Between material, landscape, land-use and 	 }	 !	 4
I	 soil help form the basis of large area soil delineation. The recogni- 	 = v
{	 tion of characteristic landscapes and associated soils provides the 	 ? + .:
areal predictability necessary. These relationships were evolved for
the study area. An understanding of these is helpful in interpreta-
tion of the soil maps produced.
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range from 3186 m. in the Lolibai Mountains to 640 in. at Nimule
on the Nile River. The general slope is north towards the Sudd
Region where elevations range from 484 m. at Juba to 387 m. at
Malakal. The slope in the Sudd is north. From the Nile northward
the slope is south ranging from 384 m. at Tonga to 1136 in. in the
Limon Hills, outside the study area. The elevation of the northern
edge of the study area is as great as 592 m. Drainage in the area
generally follows the regional slopes.
The study area was found to be composed of five general soil-
landscape units (Figure 2). They are flat sedimentary deposits,
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Figure 2 : Major soil-landscape delineatio.us
. I : Flat, sedimentary
deposits ; II : Permanent and seini-permanent ski-amp
III : Levees : IV : Rolling uplands ; V : Steep moun-
tainous region.
swamp areas, recent alluvial deposits, sloping upland areas and
mountainous areas. Each unit has unique surface morphometry and
soils.
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The flat sedimentary deposits occupy the central and northern
portions of the study area (Figures 3 and 4). This was most likely
an area of downsinking in the geologic past between the mountainous
areas to the north and south. The Nile River flows north until it
encounters the slope from the Limon Hills where it swings abruptly
eastward to its junction with the Sobat River. The river then flows
in a northeasterly direction around the Limon Hills. The sediments
are derived from these upland areas north and south with the
majority of the sediments coming from the south. The surface of
the area is very flat with slopes from 0 to 2 percent. The sediment
is deep and very fine-textured.
i
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Figure 3 : Oblique aerial view of the flat, sedimentary deposits.
The mottled pattern is caused by gilgai relief.
Figure 4 : Ground-level view of flat sedimentary deposits with
burned tall grass vegetation.
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The drainage pattern is not deeply incised. Some well-defined
drainageways do exist such as Khor Ful Lus and Khor Atar. The
majority of surface drainage occurs seasonally through linear de-
pressional areas. The margins of these areas are poorly defined and
incision rarely exceeds one or two meters. Very low stream gra-
dients and flow velocities could account for these features. In
addition, some of the drainageways appear to meander and change
location annually with the runoff of flood water.
The swamp areas are closely associated with the Nile River, Bahr
al Zaraf and Bahr al Ghazal (Figure 5). There are permanently
Figure 5a.: Oblique aerial view of Sudd swamp.
Figure 51): Oblique aerial view of Sudd sivamp using color
infrared photography. This is the same area shown
in normal color in Figure 5a.
i$vi: and Agriculture Resources -- Bnhr El-Jebol — Sudan
or semi-permanently flooded areas of open water lakes and streams
and dense growths of water hyacinth and papyrus. Occasional
topographically higher areas of alluvium occur within the swanip
area.
Recent alluvial deposits occur in association with the drainage-
ways in sedimentary deposits and less frequently in the swamp
areas (Figure 6). These deposits are, by their nature of deposi-
tion, coarser-textured than the surrounding areas. They are nor-
mally topographic high areas.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Figure f► : rroand-level view of the dense vegetation and area of
natural levee deposits.
Large areas of sandy-textured alluvium occur as natural levees
along the Nile River. The materials are most extensively deposited
along the west bank of the Nile between Juba and Kongor. The
deposits are thickest close to Juba and thin northward. At any
point along the levees, the sands thin from the Nile eastward. This
distributional pattern indicates that the sands are derived from
the sloping upland areas to the south and are deposited during
flood stages of the Nile River. Associated with the thinning is a
tendency towards decreasing particle size. The sands are gray near
Bor and Kongor but become increasingly redder to the south. The
soils in the southern, upland area are reddish. This also indicates
this to be the source area. From Nimule to Juba, the gradient of
the Nile River is approximately 0.98 m/km. From Juba to Bor, the
gradient decreases to 0.54 m/km. This sudden decrease could be
sufficient to account for the deposition of sands to form the natural
levee. From Bor to MaIakaI, the gradient is 0.06 m /km. This is
insufficient to transport sand-size particles.
i
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Whereas the levee is a continuous feature on the landscape, it is
interrupted at regular intervals by incised drainageways running
from cast to west. The bottoms of these channels expose the under-
lying, fine-textured sedimentary clays. These drains are thought
to have been formed by floodwater draining from backswannp areas
back into the Nile River channel.
Other recent alluvial deposits, also sandy-textured, are associated
with Khor Ful Lus and Khor Atar onn the level sedimentary area.
These are seasonal drainageways. As previously discussed, the
channels are linear depressions. Between the channels are topo-
graphic high areas which are covered by alluvial sands of varying
thickness. They represent overbank deposition from the drainage-
ways during periods of flood recession. The bedding and stratifica-
tion of these sands indicate a fluvial origin. They are underlain
by the fine-textured sedimentary material.
The rolling upland areas occupy the southern and western portion
of the study area (Figures 7 and S). They are severely eroded with
deeply incised drainage. Soil development in gently sloping areas
indicates that this area is geologically much older than the areas
previously discussed. Numerous bedrock outcrops occur throughout
this area. The flat sedimentary deposits, swamp areas and recent
alluvium are principally constructional topography and have thick
soils developed on them. The upland areas are destructional topo-
graphy and have generally thin soil developed on them.
{
i
f
Figure '7 : Oblique aerial view of the sloping, upland area.
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' 1	 An assessment of soil resources in a region for the purpose of
t making interpretations about agricultural potential must take
climate into account. Rainfall alone is not the absolute determinant
of climate. Seasonal distribution of the rainfall is also important.
Temperature fluctuations also determine the effectiveness of the
incident precipitation. The following section discusses the general
climatic zonation of the study area'`'. The various zones are deli-
neated in Figure 10.
SLI Semi-arid climate with summer gain
1
:- Average annual rainfall is 400-750 mm, which falls mainly in the
months of May-September. Maximum temperatures of the hottest
month (April or May) are 39-40° C.
Vegetation is mainly woodland Savannas with Acacia seyal-Dalanites
on clays and Combretum - Dalbergia - Albizzia associations on sandy
soils. There are some good grazing and suitable for camels, sheep,,P
goats and cattle. This climate zone has potential for mechanized
production of dura and sesame particularly on the clayey soils. Risk
of crop failure due to drought is considerable. Groundnuts can be
grown on sandy soils. Rainfall is too low for successful production
E	 of rainfed cotton.
INI Taken from the Manual for Land Suitability for Agr, Part II Guidelines for
r	 Soil Survey Party Chiefs, Second Draft, Khartoum, Sudan, June 1975.
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Figure 10 : Climatic zones in Sudan and the study area.
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fPl LI Day monsoon climate with long dry season
The average annual rainfall ranges frcm 750-1000 mm. There is a
	 I
pronounced dry season with 5 to 7 '<dry>> months (months in which 	 i	 f
f	 rainfall is less than half the potential evapotranspiration). Generally,
3 to 4 months are «humid>> in a growing season of 5 to 7 months.
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Apart from the ;n,-,Vamp area, vegetation is mainly deciduous wood-
lands. If soils are suitable, a great variety of rainfed tropical crops,
such as sorghum, groundnuts, cotton and kenaf can be grown. Yet,
considerable variability in annual and monthly rainfall causes risks
of drought and/or waterlogging, depending also on soil conditions.
312. ][dry monsoon climate with medium dr, season
The average annual rainfall is 600-850 mm spread over a 5 month
season. This results in a lower rainfall peak and a water surplus in
the humid months which is lower than 10 percent of the annual
potential evapotranspiration. The growing season is 6 to 8 months
long, but the risk of dry spells is considerable.
Apart from the swamp area the vegetation is mainly Aitogeissus
woodland cn upland soils and Acacia - Balanites savanna on the clay
plain. A large variety of tropical crops can be grown.
MS. Wet monsoon climate with medium wet season
The average water suilfts in the cchumidn montias is more ?'lama
20 percent of the annual potential evapotrmuspiration. The annual
rainfall ranges from 951 to 1400 mnr, Where is a period of 5 to 7
cchumidn months and the groe4 ing season 6 7 to 9 months. The
maximum temperature of the hottest mouth (March) ranges from
34 to 39"C but is mostly around 37"C.
The natural vegetation is Anogeissus deciduous woodland. This
climate is suitable for many tropical crops. Due to its longer grow-
ing season and less risk of dry spells it is more suitable for rainfed
production of finger millet, pawpa%4, pineapple, maize, sweet
potatoes, yams and cassava than climates M1 and M2, and even
rainfed paddy rice can be grown if soils are suitable. For other
crops, such as cotton, the climate may be too wet for Food growth.
514. Wet moaasoon with long wet season
The water surplus in the humid months is also more than 920 percent
of the annual poieufl.al evapot0.°alnspaxaklan, but the rainfall is higher
and the growing season longer than in the M3 climate ;gone. The
average annual rainfall ranges from 1200 to 1600 nun. Though there
is one rainy season, the rain falls in two peaks, one in May and
another in August. There is a period of 7 to 8 ^xhumidu months
and the growing season is 10 to 11 wonths.
Natural vegetation was at one time rainforest but most is now
secondary woodland, due to intensive shifting culCivation practices.
Due to the long growing season, this climate is suited for a number
23
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of perennial tropical crops which are not well adapted elsewhere in
the Sudan, such as coffee (robusta), coconut, rubber, and oilpalm.
AIso, rainfed banana and rice can be brown. Yet, for some of these
crops, conditions are not optimum as they may suffer from dry
spells. The climate is too wet for certain cereals such as sorghum.
112. Highland climate, tnedium wet season, cool summer
This is the climate of the southern mountains such as the Imatong
mountains near Nagishot. The climate Is characterized by relatively
low summer temperatures. Mean maximum t?niperature of the
hottest month is always below 33.5"C and could probably be as
low as 23° at the higher altitudes. Mean minimum temperature of
the coldest month ranges from 10 to 17^C. Average annual rainfall
is 1000-1600 mm. There are 5 to 6 fg humidn months and a growing
season of 8 to J months.
Natural veLyetation is montane cater s. Ruitahlo crows ark- mn.ivk-_
Preparation o
the Soils !map
This study provides a broad overview of the location and areal
extent of the major kinds of soils occurring in the study area,
including information about the potentials and limitations of the
soils for various uses.
A general soils map was prepared based on interpretation of
Landsat data. This was supported by aerial reconnaissance from
light aircraft at an altitude of approximately 1000 in above ground
level. A field party of soil scientists, geologists and ecologists
traversed the area and studied the soils first hand. For the final
soil delineations, reference was made to other available general
soil maps, i.e. 1 :5,000,000 scale FAQ World Soil Map and a map
by G.A. WorralI at the same scale. Topographic and navigation
maps were also consulted.
Each of the soil mapping; units was described as well as the major
components within each unit. Most of the mapping units were
divided into two or more components so more specific interpreta-
tions could be made for each unit. The percent of each component
within a mapping unit was determiner from field observations, aerial
observations and Landsat data.
Concurrent with preparation of the soil map, a vegetation map was
also constructed. This map was correlated with the soil mapping
	 5
units and supported by aerial observation. Field identification of
species composition of vegetative communities was the final data
input in map preparation. A detailed discussion of the vegetation
map is not included in this soils re ortA
1	 ^	 .
-_- _
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Within the study area, fourteen soils were examined in detail. This
was accomplished by excavation of pits and the preparation of
detailed profile descriptions, The location of these sites (Figure 11)
was chosen such that each soil was representative of the mapping
unit in which it occurred. These descriptions were supported by
field observations of the occurrence of the areas of concern and
random samplings to confirm that they were, in fact, representative.
In addition to the detailed descriptions, samples were collected for
laboratory analysis. These analyses were performed by the Remote
Sensing Center, Academy of Scientific Research and Technology,
Cairo, Egypt. These data are included with the soil profile descrip-
tions in this section of the report.
The sail PI is representative of component 1 of mapping unit 1A
and component 2 of mapping unit IC. The soil is deep and poorly to
somewhat poorly drained formed in fine-textured sedimentary
clays. The soil has very slow permeability. The slope ranges from
Q to 2 percent. The surface of this soil is characterized by gilgai
z,.	 f
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Figure 11 : Map of the study area showin g
 the location of the soil
sampling sites. The numbers refer to the soil profile
	 ',I
designations in the DescOption of Soils section.
relief of 30 cm and numerous cracks (Figure 12). This soil is classi-
fied as a typic Pellustert (Figure 13).
A11--0 to 10 ern ; dark gray (10YR4/1) clay ; strong medium
granular structure ; firm ; many fine calcium carbonate concre-
tions ; pH 7.8 ; clear smooth boundary.
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Fimire 12 : Crackin- pattern typical of Soil P1 and all sodium
influenced soils oevurrins; mi the sedimentary clay plain.
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Figure 13 : Soil profile Pi. Typical of sodium influenced, dry tex-
tured soils.
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Table 1: Pltysleal and Chemleal Analyses of Profile 1.
itor+Aln 0^Oth CaCO 3
Cart[e t r -`' [:P	 t'.. , •^53 tr,e - _- ; -^^_.tioes t_^r
Tt^t;;ral+
Ciav
	
--^
C14r
C14Y
,t	 t!3
37.4,7
`	 40.57
I	 _4.50
- 'ti,:-5^^'^.
-	 l
'-93
^^	 to
CversC $4nj
:000_it'1 t
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Sdnv•I
.^!'•7-.A	 l
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14.5
tc.4
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0.99
2 61
12.i
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L - I I i	 -
5C1 }n CLdAlc a5£S ri 1! isn)w Sasc
nort tan r+sc1107 q - 
Y
Satvrol+£n
5 a5o1 tat E Ca" t!, •• ua' lt' fSP
A!1 60,30 39.03 i4.3' 4.73 09
0.II 61.70 33.73 I:.97 G.90 1-! IQA	 II	 19
C 62.:5 40.03 13.99 5.99 I.T I10	 7.E2
1!O ri :On
Syr+ol
p1i
I:I	 sell
water
L	 tract
M1
ni(m-
.has,
S01 c51C Ott;^s ^£C !L. rq
Sat u rat_t0	 Crimrt_
Ca"	 I	 t' .	 ?Ia-
S^!41tC	 !.c t:	
.	 'rq'L. t ^	 I
_	 Sal.^t a!tc • 	^	 !.,art
-	 -----	 -	 _	 ',-	 -Ci'	 N^+[	 ir3'	 $p-'
`
I	 $.l4
Ak1 0.3 ht0 0.76	 0.57	 1.57 p .0a P Ea	 I	 p5	 *race
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L1
98
412 0.3 3:0 0„a	 0.10	 2.50	 0,04 0.5C	 .. 4 .	 Trace	 0..1 5.72
C 0.i 4B0 0..'4	 C.:4	 3.71	 0.22 0.24	 4.5;	 T r ace	 T race S.3
Al2 -10 to 45 em ; very dark gray (10YR3.'1) clay ; strong
medium prismatic structure parting to moderate medium angtilar
blocky ; very firm ; common_ fine calcium carbonate concretions
pH greater than 3.4 ; natric horizon ; gradual smooth boundary.
C - 45 to 100 ctrl ; black (10Y 82.5,.1) clay ; massive ; very firm
abundant large Nvell expressed slickensides ; pH greater than 5.4.
Soil P2 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit 1B. The
i
soil is very deep and somewhat-poorly to poorly drained formed ill
fine-textured sedimentary clays. The soil has very slow permeability.
The slope ranges from 0 to 2 percent. The surface is characterized
by 15 m gilgai relief and nuniorous cracks. Termite mounds are
^.	 abundant from 1 to 4.5 in
	
This soil is classified as a typic
l)ellustelt ( Figure 14) .
A11--- 0 to 30 cm ; dark gray (10184 1) clay ; strong medium
angular blocky structure ; firm many fire carbonate concretions ;
E	 pH 7.5 ; gradual smooth boundary.
Cl ---- 30 to 90 cm ; ver3 dark gray (10Y R3 1) clay ; moderate
medium angular blocky structure ; firm ; many medium carbonate
concretions ^ pH 74
F
S
j
Ff
t	 1.
t
t
t;
Soil P3 is representative of component 2 of mapping unit IA. The 	 t '	 )
soil is deep ,4nd somewhat poorly to poorly drained formed in fine	 4 ,
I.	 ^
textured sedimentary clays. The soil has very slow permeability.
	
3
The slope ranges from 0 to 2 percent. The surface is characterized
by gilgai relief of 45 cm and numerous cracks up to 5 cm wide ;)lid
00 cm deep. This soil is classified as a typic pellustert.
1
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Figure 14 : Soil profile P2. This soil has less sodium than soil P1
(Fig. 13). The structure is better in the lower part of
the soil as evidenced by more cracks and more roots.
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'Cable 2: Physical and Chemical Analyses of Profile 2.
Npr1.M Ocpth CdCo 3
Particle Stte Distribution
=ExLUra3
rcentd
PercnL
at	 ] y 3
t;
EYC
al.Wr
nL
1
ne
dL	 1510a r5C Santl Free S^nd1 a^	 L C cy
5 c6nl cn 2007-200 700-70	 I Ta-2 „ • 2 Class atn, atn.
All 0-3D 0.36 12.5	 13.0 12.0 Colo clay 27.76 24.31
C: 30-90 0.16 810	 15.0 20.5 57.5 Clay 38.93 25.07
vorl ter:
5 r..oal
rW1009
Soil
x[ndn gEdO c	 a5ei mcq	 [; SU S aseSaturat, on
ESPCo.. " lia' K'
All 62.26 39.14 t8.72 0.49 0170 100 •1
LI 59.35 39.10 [0.30 0.39 0 60 100 <t
Hp ri20a
Sy"01
ply
1a1	 r
Fmtcr
extract
micro-nicr
Irhoslen
Soluble Cations neglL. r n
5aturati0n Extract
Soluble Anions rr°q/L. in
Satt-tin	 Extract
Ca** tt9 i * Da # C1' "03- Ce 3 ` Soo` SAR
All 8.2 190 0.49 0.58 0,90 0.03 0.29 1.42 Trace 0.20 1.25
C1 8.2 262 D.51 0.26 1.79 0.04 0.44 1.50 Trace 0.38 2.8
A11-- 0 to 5 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) silty clay ; moderate
fine granular structure ; friable ; common fine calcium carbonate
concretions ; pH 7.6 ; clear smooth boundary.
Al2 -- 5 to 15 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; weak medium
prismatic structure parting to weak fine subangular blocky ; firm
pH 7.6 ; graduaI smooth bound-ary.
B ---15 to 45 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) dry ; coarse medium
angular blocky and weak medium prismatic structure ; firm ; few t
fine sliekensides and few fine calcium carbonate concretions ; pH j
rr .8 ; gradual smooth boundary.
C - 45 to 120 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; massive ; very
firm ; common small slickensides ; pH 7.8.
;J
cj
Sail P4 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit HIC. The
soil is deep and moderately-well to somewhat-poorly drained. The .:,
soil is formed in sandy textured alluvium over fine-textured sedi- t
nientary clays. The slope ranges from 0 to 2 percent. The upper I
60 cm of soil is moderately well drained and the lower portion is
poorly drained. This soil is classified as a Vertic Tropofluvent. I
A11-0 to 23 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) sandy Roam, gray !	 !,
(10YR5/1) dry; weak moderate subangular blocky structure part-
ing to massive ; friable ; pH 6.8 ; clear smooth boundary. j
r
Al2 - 23 to 38 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) loamy sand; massive,
firm ; pH 6.8, clear smooth boundary. ?=
IIC - 38 to 58 cm ; dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) Ioam ; many
fine prominent brown to dark brown (7.5YR4/4) mottles ; mas-
sive ; firm ; pH 7.0 ; clear smooth boundary.
i33
r, pr^U, CE i4
iLt
f -
i
i	 t	 .7
i
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Table 3: Physical and Chemical Annbyscs of Proffle 3.
'
Rom zon Oopth Coca
Pdrt ILIQ Size DIU M LUtlon
textural
,sture
tenant
al	 173
15ture
PQrcant
at	 15
 Coarse Kind Fine	 an t ay
$ mat on 5 2tl00-200 u 200.20 70.2 a class at" atm.
All 0-5 0,79 1.5 16 0 ?0 2 41.5 Clay 19.71 45 49
All S-15 0.20 7.0 15.3 ?6.9 49.7 Clay 36.97 22.10
0 15-45 0.79 1.0 12.0 27.0 $04 Clay 37.20 26 50
C 45420 0.40 9.9 1.6 14.0 60.0 Clay 43,78 29.02
_.._ __- __ ,_t__.-_ _
tlPrIM
5 rLOI
E'E'C°
men710U q
sail
^c al n¢aa2, o a7-0 +es mm/	 a o, lost
Saturatton
ESPca" ITT•
---
La' K'
All 51.44 39.99 E5 41 0.60 0.73 100 1.16
Al2 52.10 35.10 16.09 0.40 0.70 100 +1
p 52.10 35.14 16.72 0.40 0.10 too •I
( 60. U9 30	 14 16,01 TD 100 5.76
Hor l:4n
SynslPl
PH
1.1	 soil
later
extract
Cc
tiM cro•
nnosrcm
50111PIC, Lallans md97t,ln
saturation  ExEract
Sula6 a Anion% me47L.In
Saturation E'trae
Co' s tklrs --1
-
KI Cl- - IICo3•
m 
CQ 3 ' S.'. SAR
All U,0 240 1,11 0.43 i,U4 0105 0.30 1,92 1rdCP 0.37 1.1]
h12 7,8 190 0.0.1 0.47 1,07 0.01 0.77 I,SB lratQ 0.05 I.SG
0 0.1 203 0,54 0,30 1.32 0.01 0.35 1.50 Trace 0.10 2,06
C 715 322 0,46 0,74 2.0a 0.09 0.50 2.59 irate 0.13 2,59
'stilt -l: Piiyslcal and Clu nticnl Attttly-m-, of Profile 4.
Horizon Depth Cato3
Particle Site D16trILUtlanlbturc
Textural
Percent
at	 1/3
Isiurc
Percent
41	 15Coarse	 ant, Inc	 -dn 'S_11t lay
S ntial on 8 7000-200 0 200-70 v 20.2 „_ +1 n Ctats atm, atm.
All 0-23 0.10 65,0 5.0 15.5 i1 5 S andy	 loan 5 4S 2.32
Al2 23.311 0.2D 42.5 36.0 In 5 t0 5 S andy	 loam 6 A2 2.611
1tC 30-58 0.24 51 5 25.0 10,5 15 0 S andy	 toga 15,76 6 02
[l1C 50-150 0,67 44,5 19.0 9.5 M o Sindy clay 22.10 13.24
loam
Horizon mcg7100 9
xC Idn40.ID t' EEASCS nut-•- `5	 1.111	 I	 nl	 -DacC
5aturat,an
tm6nl tiPtl Ca" 11r __	 IIJ'	 ._	 '^	 ESP
if	 ^'.,^	 ,	 ..1	 l00+IAli 7-71 3.00 4 93
Al2 0.20 J. 7D 5.15 0	 S	 11.:5	 I00	 •I
I I C 0.35 3.10 5.12 0 Od	 0.30	 0u	 I
1t1C 15.45 10.40 3.5? 0 411	 0.21	 s00	 1
^-	 SPIuL Ye tatlmis c:enl L. rn 	 -'Sot uLIP dnlnu5 men/l,n -	 -1:1 soil	 LC	 Saturation _t.trarC	 tittu_•+I,Yn,l_^trpr[	 _Ilorl ton	 wa to	 r,I CN-
5yMa1	 extract	 xLasltn	 Ca "	 It4'•na'	 X'	
CI_	
nLo 3 "	 CU
	
SAR
Alt	 1,6	 93	 0.43	 0.34	 0 21 v11.03	 D 33	 0.55	 7ratt	 0. GS	 0.34
Al2	 7.1	 19	 0.34	 0.17	 0.22	 V.U[	 0.:7	 0.55	 trace	 Irate	 0.44
1 
t 
C	 7.1	 72	 0.22	 0.15	 0.35	 0,01	 0,31	 a 	 Irate	 0,04	 0.03
111C
	
7,5
	
93	 D 41	 0.20	 0.30	 0.04	 n,N	 D.56	 Iraco	 U.J p 	0.55
IIIC -- 58 to 150 em ; dark gray (10YR4 , , 1) clay loam ; many
medium prominent dark reddish brown (5YR3;`3) mottles ; strong
coarse angular blocky structure ; very firm ; pH 7.2. j
Soil P5 is representative of component 2 of mapping unit IA1. The
soil is deep and somewhat poorly to poorly drained formed in fine
textured Sedimentary clays. The soil has very slow permen.bility. 	 I
The slope ranges from 0 to 2 percent. The surface is characterized 	 }
1	 1
by ,-,)Igai relief of 25 em and cracks 4 em wide extending to a
depth of 55 cm. A few fine calcium carbonate concretions occur
throughout the profile. This soil is classified as a Vertic Tropo-
fluvent.
iAbdel-(lady, Myers, Abdel Samie, Moore, Yours et at.
A11--- 0 to 20 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1), gray (1OYR4/1)
dry ; clay ; coarse medium angular blocky structure ; firm ; pH 7.4
wavy smooth boundary.
Al2 - 20 to 45 em ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; coarse medium
prismatic structure ; very firm ; pH 7.6 ; clear smooth boundary.
C - 45 to 135 con ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; massive ; very
firm ; pH 7.8.
Soil P6 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit IC. The
soil is deep and poorly to somewhat poorly drained formed in fine
textured sedimentary clays. The soil has slow permeability. The
slope ranges from 0 to 2 percent. The surface is characterized by
Table 5: Physical and Chemical Analyses of Profile 5.
Horizon Depth Ca Co
Particle Size. Distribution
Textural
rsture
Percent
at 1/3
Percento t
at 15Coarse	 an ine	 antl t ay
5 ahol [m " 3 2000.299 u 200-20 u 20-2 u • 2 u Class aLn. atm.
Ali 0-2D 0.18 2.0 21.5 12.5 70.0 Clay 45.73 25.06
112 20-45 9.10 2.5 15.0 10.9 60.0 Clay 46.31 25.38
C 45-135 0.82 2,3 23.0 15.5 57.5 Clay 61.89 32.57
Harizon
Svm5a1
mcq/l00 g
soft
xc Jngeab a	 ases -*Q j I	 q Sol i aasc
Saturation
ESPCap' !	 '+ lla+ KF
All 62.26 38.89 12.34 6,99 1.99 100 11.23
Al2 57.75 35.90 14,09 6.53 1.30 100 11.31
L 57.50 35.90 14,20 6.55 1.30 100 11.39
horizonS y
gbal
pill
1:1	 Sail
water
extract
EC
mlcra-
mhos/cm
Soluble Cations meg1LJ n
Saturation Extract
Soluble Anions neglL.in
Saturation Extract
C^'+
Piq ++ Ila+ K' CI- IICo3- Co Soo` SAR
All 7.5 195 0.70 0.23 0.91 10,11 0.27 1.70 Trace Trace 1,15
Al2 8.1 240 0.23 0.48 1-46 0.23ll 0.15 2.16 Tract 0.09 2.47
C 7,9 63 0.24 0.15 0.12 0.03 0.15 0.44 irate Trace 0.27
'fable 6: Physical and Chemical Analyses of Profile 6.
HoriZOn Depth Caco 3
Particle Size Distribution
Textural
isture
Percent
at	 i/3
Moisture
Percent
a[ 15aarae San Inc	 aaa s	 i ay
Symbol cm 2000-200 u 200-20 u 20-2 u <2 u Class atn, ai.,
All 0-15 0.20 2.20 22,5 15.0 60.0 l:1ay 39.05 25.19
Al2 15.49 0.20 1.84 26.0 12.0 57,0 Clay 39.19 26-35
C1 40-00 0.12 1.85 24.5 12.5 69.0 clay 44.69 29.64
C2 80-120 0,14 2.40 21,0 17.5 57.5 Clay 46.35 25.33
--•1 -.__.L. __ 	 +------L
Horizon
symbo l meg7100 gsari
Exchanqeable Uases mqflOO a Wl Base
56turatian
ESP[a++ 11 ++ i1n1 K+
A:1 61.30 36.93 15.16 3.90 2.10 l03 6.49
Ail 57,x5 34.73 16.73 4.55 2.00 100 7.56	 1
Cl 62.20 30.99 17.37 4.75 2.25 100 7.64
C2 61.10 37.73 14.55 4.66 1. 1 3 107 7.53
i
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Mari tan
Synbol
pl1:1	 soil
water
extract
£C
nicro-
mhos/cm
Soluble Cations meq/L. in
Saturation Extract
Soluble Anions meq/L.In
Saturation Extract
Ca +' m- Ila + K. Cl- lice l ' CO 3. Soo' SAR
All 7.5 119 0.32 0.47 0.22 0.18 0.31 0.86 Trace 0.tt 0.35
112 7.7 14B 0.40 0.21 0.63 0.15 0,29 1.30 Trace 0.20 1.53
Cl 7.6 205 0.11 0.62 0.91 0-2D 0,23 1.63 Trace 0.12 1.36
C2 7.7 33$ 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.35 0.53 2.15 Trace 0.04 1.00
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gilgai relief of 45 cm and cracks extending to a depth of TO cm.
This soil is classified as an Entie Pellustert.
A11-0 to 15 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) silty clay ; coarse medium
angular blocky structure parting to moderate fine granular ; firm
pH 6.8 ; gradual smooth boimdary.
Al2 -15 to 40 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) silty clay; weak
coarse prismatic structure ; very firm ; pH 6.8 ; gradual smooth
boundary.
C1- 40 to 80 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) clay ; massive ; very
firm. ; few small slicker_sides and few thin, 1 to 2 mm, sand lenses ;
pH 7.2 ; diffuse smooth boundary.
C2 - 80 to 120 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; massive ;
very firm ; few large calcium carbonate concretions ; pH 7.8.
Soil P7 is representative of component 2 of mapping unit ID. The
soil is deep and poorly drained formed in fine textured sedimentary
clays. The permeability is very slow. The slope ranges from 0 to 2
percent. There are many sand lenses 1 to 2 mm thick throughout
the profile. There are also many calcium carbonate concretions 1
to 20 mm in diameter throughout. There are many large well
expressed slickensides. The surface is characterized by gilgai relief
of 25 cm and cracks to a depth of 80 cm. This soil is classified as
an Entic Pellustert.
A11- 0 to 20 cm ; very dark gray (10YR.3/1) clay ; strong medium
angular blocky structure ; firm ; clear wavy boundary.
Al2 - 20 to 50 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) clay; weak medium
prismatic and moderate coarse angular blocky structure ; very firm
clear wavy boundary.
Fable 7: Physical and Chemical Amtlyses of Profile 7.
Yari.ua Wpth Ca[o3
Party
 Cle Size Otstributton
Textural
rsture
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at	 1/3
Heisture
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et 15Coarse	 anU ire Send i	 c ay
Sv-.j)o1 cn 20f10-200 2CO-20 . 20-2 <Z „ Class atn, ate.
All 0-20 0.63 13,0 39.5 8.0 37.5 Sandy cla , 23.33 13.72
Al2 2n_50 0.53 14.3 30.0 7.0 47.5 Clay 22.59 11.89
C 50-120 0.59 11.5 27.0 6.0 R7.5 Clay 23.47 14.09
Horizon
Syfrbol
Ch
r-,-1100 9
soil
xcnangea
	 a	 ases u*q	 0 qof Vase
Saturation
K ESPCa" 1t. a" Ilaa I	 r,*
All 33.60 25.01 11.56 0.16 0.30 1147 <1
Al2 39.50 26.79 ]6.42 0.10 0-20 100 <i
C 51.32 33.53 15.35 0.43 0.70 1cla <1
Ilorizan
"::bol
P1150
 il
Hater
extract
L3
r.: c: o-'11
blc Cntiars	 _q,L,tnSolu	 r,
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- -
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-----
1':`	 Y,'
All 0.2 M 1.23 C.a•1 0-;•Z	 0.G3 -	 LC)	 Frarc	 0.E1	 0.S'
^Al2 0.3 208 1.C3 G. 0,S'_	 0.31 1 .	 1.6,	 Yraca	 3.r7
L 0.1 223
-
1.L7 O.L:
-----
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C - 50 to 120 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) clay ; massive, firm.
Soil P8 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit ID. The
soil is deep and poorly drained formed in fine textured sedimentary
clay. The soil has very slow permeability. The slope ranges from
0 to 2 percent. This soil is classified as a Vertic Tropofluvent.
A11- 0 to 15 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) loam ; weak fine granular
structure ; friable ; pH 7.2 ; clear wavy boundary.
Al2 -15 to 30 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) loam ; massive ; friable
very few small slickensides ; pH 7.4 ; clear wavy boundary,
IIC1-30 to 85 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) clay loam ; massive
firm ; common large and medium calcium carbonate concretions
few small slickensides ; few 1 ram thick sand lenses ; pH 7.6 ; gra-
dual wavy boundary.
IIC2 -- 85 to 120 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay ; massive
firm ; few 2 to 3 mm thick sand lenses ; pH 7,6.
Soil P9 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit HIC. The
soil is deep and formed in alluvial sands overlying fine textured and
sedimentary clay. The permeability is rapid in the upper portions
of the profile and slow in the subsurface. It is a well to moderately
well drained soil occurring on 0 to 2 percent slopes. This soil is
classified as a Vertic Tropofluvent.
All 0 to 8 cm ; black (10 YR2/ 1) , very dark gray (10YR3; 1)
dry ; loamy fine sand ; weak medium granular structure ; very
friable ; pH 6.8 ; clear wavy boundary.
Table 8: Physical and Chemleud Analyses of Profile 8,
HOri zon Depth CaCO3
Particle Size Distribution
Textural
motSture
Percent
at	 1/3
.0o5ture
Percent
at	 15Coarse San ono	 aatl t ay
Symbol cm 2000-200 u 200-20 u 20.2 <2 u Class atm. atm.
All 0-15 0.20 33.7 39.0 26.0 2.5 Loamy 5antl 6,71 6.64
to sandy
loam.
Al2 15-30 0.00 32.1 34.0 5.0 30.5 Sandy clay 18.90 t0.26
loan.
110 30-85 2.17 39.5 12.0 12.5 32.5 Sandy clay 19.54 10.77
loam.
IIC2 85-120 1.82 1	 39.4 17.0 5.0 37.5 Sandy_cta 22.23 14.51
Hari zon
symbol
GEC
meq/100 g
5011
xc angea	 a	 ase$ meQjIUG 9 Soil B ase
Saturation
ESPCa" rl ++ Ila+ I	 K+
"1
3.90 2.73 1.42 0.07 !00 --
All 12,30 8.75 2:13a 0;31 0.03 100 2.52
11 Cl
z2.50 14.35 5.78 2.83 0,30 100 12.58
02 16,50 12.13 3.90 0.47 1.07 100 2,85
Horizon
Symbol
PH
1:3	 Soil
w ater
extract
micro-
m
m8oslcm
Soluble Cations neq/L.In
Saturation Extract
Soluble Anions meq/L.fn
Saturation Extract
Ca++ IIg++ 14a + K+
Cl- HCo3- CO3 ' So4 - SAR
All 7.6 125 0.40 0.20 0.61 0,03 0.27 0.84 Trace 0,13 1.13
Al2 7.7 125 0,30 0.21 0,62 0.01 0,23 0.77 Trace 0.25 1,15
IlC1 7.8 140 0.60 0.43 0,97 0,0! 0.23 1.58 Trace 0.10 1.21
IIC2 0.3 260 0.34 0.26 1.96 0.02 0.25 2.18 Tracy 0.17 3.63
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Table 9: Physical and ('lttmical A3ttllywps of Profile 9.
tlarizen Depth e4Co 3
Particle Stze Otitrl6ution
Texturat
otiture
Percent
at 1/3
Ha ai"re
Percent
at 15oaLric San the	 on TIt ayeySvnl cn L 2Od0 .200 o 20O . 2a r. 20 . 2s, Class atm. atr1,
Till 0-0 0.04 32.n 50.0 2 , 8.2 S O.S `4;4p
AU 0-26 Trace 31 A 49.7 l . 0 • S 4.36 1.02
C 26-54 0.12 2015 59.0 14.5• 5 3.03 1,64
ITC 54-74 0.33 47.2 10.2 2.5 37,5 SCL 14.00 fi.05
1116 74.120 Trace 40.3 15.0 4.5 35,5 5CL ;6.35 15.34
	
T^clia =c.t^1 c Erases rt i/1 S q ^u+
	 asrHorizon	 ,rgi100 Q ---	 - ------- ---	 Saturallan
Svr^p1	 sot 1 -Ca"	 A " _ 11a^_ _K'
	 :	 { Sp
All	 50	 1. i1	 0,50	 0,35	 0.11	 8:.00
	
1.1.00
Al2	 2.41	 [.]a	 0.0	 0.35	 0.1:
	 01.1611.99 -
C	 I.00	 I.Do	 --	 O.W	 0,15	 911.22	 --
11C
	
15.00
	 9,70	 3.35	 0.02	 0.15	 83.60	 -I
le	 !	 16,30 `	 7.74	 -7.42	 0176	 0.3u	 1CO-	 0,79
? Cat inn, me41L. h+	 SuluGle Anwns r:eglL,in
+_ration CxtractS itur rt 101 F xt r,att
ml..	 Ma'	 K'	 Cl'	 VCo3'
	
cc) 3 '	 Soo'	 SAR
0.16	 0.35	 0,02	 0. 12
	 0.59	 Trace	 Trace	 0.65
0.»5	 0.17	 O.Oi	 0.29	 0.62	 Trace	 0.06	 0.31
0.40	 0,34	 0,06	 0,21	 0.52	 Trace	 0.13	 0.560..5	 0 ' .1 6	 0,06	 R,19	 0.(,u	 Tract	 OA:	 0.52
0.63	 O.GS	 0.04	 0.46	 1,.0	 Trace	 0.21	 0.93
"Colnbined Silt and Clay
Al2 - 3 to 26 cm ; dark gray (10YR4 1) , gray (10YR5 1) dry
loamy fine sand ; weak coarse subangular blocky structure ; very
friable ; pH 7.8 gI'a;1LIal irregular boundary.
C - 26 to 51 cm ; dark gray (10YR4 1) ; light gray to gray
(19YA6 1) dry ; medium sand ; single grails ; loose ; pH 7.2 ; clear
wavy boundary.
IIC - 54 to 74 em ; dark grayish brown (10Y R-1 21 ; loamy medium
sand ; moderate coarse angular blocky structure ; fill m ; common
fine distinct reddish brown (5Y R5 4) mottles ; pH 7.2 ; abi upt
wavy boundary.
HIC - 74 to 120 cm ; very dark gray i10YR3.'1) sandy clay
moderate very coarse angular blocky structure ; firm ; common
fine distinct reddish brown (5YR5!4) mottles ; few small slicken-
sides ; pH 7.4.
Soil P10 is representative of coni.ponent 1 of mapping unit IIIII.
The soil is deep and poorly drained folnled in loamy alluvium over
fine-textured sedimentary clay. The slope ranges front 0 to 2 per-
cent. The permeability is slow. This soil is classified as a typie
fluvacluellt.
I
	
All - 0 to 6 em ; dark gray (10YRI ,'11 loam ; Aveak fine granular
j
	 structure ; friable ; pH 6,8 ; abrupt smooth boundary.
t i,
	 IIA1 - 6 to 30 cm ; dark grayish brown (10YR4 "2) clay loans
r	 coarse medium angular blocky structure ; many medium and coarse
r
	 prominent strong brown (7.5YR5, 6) mottles , firm ; pH 7.2 ; grrl-
dual wavy boundary,
E
1
1ter+:on
Synbel
PI
1:1	 call
water
extract
- ^
nl
mtcsv-
r"aos/cn
SnLrhl
Sat
-
Ca •'
All 7.2 100 0.43
.112 7.4 97 0115
C 7,2 119 0.33
I1C 7.7 06 0.:6
111C 7,4 160 0.35
Abdel-Hady, Myers, Abdei Samie, Moore, Younis of at.38
IIC1-30 to 90 cm ; dark grayish brown (2.5Y4i2) clay ; common
medium and coarse distinct brownish yellow (10YR6/6) mottles
firm; pH 7.4 ; gradual wavy boundary.
Table 10: Physical and Chemical Analyses of Profile 10.
Ildrften Depth LzCe3
Particle Size Distribution
Text.ral
isture
Percent
at 113
hossture
r2rcent
at 15COarsC	 aaa 'I F;ra	 and [	 t ay
5r*"aI Ca Y f300-2C0 u ZCD•Zfl u 1fl-2 a ' 2 a CU-ts a1-., atla.
L..:.t 15a! " Tr .0	 27.0 Sandy	 ud 4.t1 Z-4-9
to sandy
C	 laar.
IIAI C. .10 D.55 63.5 1110 2.5	
;	
25.0 Sandy clay 17.95 9.39
laan_
1301
IIIC2
37.97
90.120
0.20
0.75
45.6
_ 40,2
10.0
I	 11.3
Z.0
	 43.5
2.5	 95.0
6anq clay
Said	 clZ
29.61
14,44
10.62
I	 20,F]
Ilari:a r,
Sv'.bo1
CEC
r..Cq/100 g
Sal I
xc erpeaLT B ases viclifloo n Sol saseSaturatlan
_	 % f5PCa.. tilt, Ha' r,'
~ All 12.30 9.12 3.97 0.50 0.1 107 4.06
IIAI 14.71 10.11 3.20 0.31 0.5 95.97 2.10
11C1 23.70 14.50 5.70 2.87 0.3 100 12.11
IIIC2 22-30 13.17 5.75 2.05 0.55 10 11.70
Il t}i t4^^
Syr.:al
j	 All
[u[
I.k
	 oli
+Jtcr
e.t-act
7.a
EC1.1: r.^.-
r•,!ios; c-^
437
33
' 
;lul+.a Catic^, nz9`L in
}}	 ^r--_	 `=ltlfl tF'r3: L__
i ... Ca'''	T I^Z^_	 f:a'	 F'.'
C.^I	 0.19	 0.57	 0.01
:I	 Sd	 0=17	 OA4.14
0	 0.55
	
1.17	 ml
0
153
5olu6ia in+ans c^^/L.'n
-^	 S.Itu r .1!i:n f.l: Y^+'t
Cl'	 IICo3"	 Ln3`	 So a °	 sn
1.15	 -race
0.130	 1.07	 Tracer
"',
.4
1.9 305
0.73	 1.1	 Trace 	 1.4
!C2
_
p^'_'	 C._	 21	 39	 0.05 0.37	 2,04	 Trace 4.3=5
r	 ..
IIIC2 -- 90 to 120 cm ; light olive brown (2.5Y4/2) sandy clay
few fine Fe and Mn concretions ; very firm ; pH 7.8.
Soil P1I is representative of component 1 of mapping unit IIID.
The soil is deep and poorly drained formed in alluvial material over
fine-textured sedimentary clay. The slope ranges from 0 to 2 per-
cent. The permeability is slow, This soil is classified as a Vertic
Tropofluvent.
A11-- 0 to 5 cm ; black (10YR2/1) loam : weak fine granular
structure ; friable ; pH 6.8 ; abrupt smooth boundary,
IIAI --- 5 to 18 cm ; very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) clay
loam ; moderate medium angular blocky structure ; many fine
Prominent brown to dark brown (7.5YR4 /4) mottles ; very firm
pH 7.0 ; gradual smooth boundary.
7IA3 -18 to 50 cm ; very dark gray (10YR3 A) clay loam ; mas-
si-7e ; common medium faint dark brown (10YR3 i'3) mottles ; very
firm ; pH 7,4 ; gradual smooth boundary.
IIC - 50 to 95 em ; very dark gray (10YR3 /1) clay ; massive
very firm ; pH 7.6 ; gradual smooth boundary.
IIIC -- 95 to 120 cm ; very dark grayish brown (2.5Y3%2) sandy
clay ; massive ; few fine faint grayish brown (2.5Y5/2) mottles
very firm ; pH 7.8.
c,
1
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Table 11: Physical and Chemical Analyses of Profile 11,
Horizon Dapth Coco l
Particle Size Distribution
Textural
floiSwre
Percent
at 113
iloimry
Percent
at 15an F in e	 ono t C ay5 .bol cm 5 2000.200 u 200-20 u 20-2 u e2 a Class ate. aim.
All 04 0.29 47.0 33.5 5,0 12.5 LS-SL E5.90 fi,93
IIAi @-30 0,03 35,0 i5.0 6.5 42.5 S{ 29.31 18.46
11A3 18.50 0101 51.0 ry,5 5.0 35.0 SCL 24,05 14,0$
11C 50.95 0.19 40.0 9,5 0.0 42,0 SC 36,92 22,38
111C3 95.120 1.26 40,0 7.0 0.0 45,5 SC 43,37 27,45
Horizon
S ,bol
t+eq/100 9
Soil
xc angaa	 c Bases =q/100 -g5oil Base
5aturation
Z ESP
ca.. Ila* K+
All 4.64 2,15 1,35 0.05 76,51
IEAi 11.99 8.65 2.90 0,31 0.05 100 2.50
11A3 12,35 9,31 3.21 0.25 0,03 103 2.03
li[ 27.92 15.40 9.30 0 43 0.13 90.76 1.54
111C 32.40 21.35 10.31 0.41 0.29 too 1,17
Raritan
Sy7tol
PH
1;1	 soil
water
extract
EL
micro-
r.4os/cn
Soluble Cations me /L.in
Saturation Extract
Soluble Anions
Saturation Exta
to
ct
C;7 M_ Ha' K+ el' IICa3' CO3° Soo' SAR
" 1	 7,1 215 0132 0.23 1.50 0.10 0.35 1.50 Trace 0.30 2.80
I1A1	 7,4 155 0.31 0.11 7,07 0.0$ 0.37 0.77 Trace 0.-L3 2.37
IIA3	 7.7 225 0 69 4.$5 0,61 0 09 0,50 1.01I Trace 9,74 0.70[1C	 7,6 245 0.27 0. 3 5:57 0.22 0.35 Trace 0.04 2.75
I[i[	 0.0 279 0.11 0.22 2,35 0.05 0,2! 2,49 Trace 0.03 S.87
;i9
Table 12: Physlcnl and Chemical Analyses of Profile 12.
Hori2an Depth Ca Cal
YParticle Size Distribution
ory 5 i eving Anal vsie
Textural
11.3isture
Percent
at 1/3
KaisWrc
Percent
at 152-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25- 0.115- 0.053
Symbol cn I
^
n„
'
0,125 r:n 0,063 m Class atn. atn.
All 0-1 Trace 3,0 15.9 32.4 26.1
_
21,21 5 4.65 1.96
Al2 3-30 0.16 0.2 15.2 32.8 32.0 0.5 19,0 5 3.90 1.55
Cl 30-45 0.47 3.9 15.5 32.0 32.0 0.7 16.3 5 3.88 1.52
C2 45-70 0,05 3.4 14.8 Me 34.0 2.0 16.0 S 3.47 1.36
Cl 70-130+ 0,28 5,0 17.0 28.0 32.5 0.7 11.0 S 9.81 4.27
-	 - " ^
Horizon
5 rbol
MR/100 g
soil
Exclianqeable Bases rmill i 	 q 50i I Base
Saturation
A ESPCa" I	 ++ na, to
All 3.50 1.80	 2.30 0.05 100 --
Al2 2.2b 1.95	 1.40 0,05 100
cl 7.30 0,40	 0.80 0.01 0,10 100 1,54
{2 1,30 0.40	 0.00 0.02 0.10 100 114
C3 0.95 0.40	 0.70 0.02 0.05 100 2.10
Horizon
Syathol
u4
1:1	 Soil
water
extract
CC
niCrO-
rlios/cm
Soluble Cations neq/1 .in
5aturation Ex[ra [t
Saiubie Anions cneq/L.in
Satu^atinn [.tract
Ca++ M9 ++ ha t t' el- HCO3" ca 3" 504' SAR
All 7,2 116 0.07 0.33 0.35 0.41 0.11 0.96 Trace 0.02 0.79
Al2 7.3 94 0,08 0.43 0.35 0.00 0,25 0.58 Trace 0.11 8.70
Cl 7,4 84 0.09 0.33 0.30 9.07 0.25 0.58 Trace 0,01 0.66
C2 7.4 60 0.19 0.34 0,26 0.03 0.25 0.52 Trace 0.03 0.51
C3 7.4 108 0.43 0.17 1.13 0.15 8,25 1.25 Trace 0.38 2.09
Soil LP12 is representative of component 2 of mapping unit 11113.
The soil is deep and well-drained formed in sandy alluvial levees.
The slope ranges from 0 to 3 percent. The permeability is rapid.
This soil is classified as a typic Tropopsuinment.
All-0 to 3 cm ; gray (10YR5/1) sand ; single grain ; loose
Orupt smooth boundary.
Al2 - 3 to 30 cm ; dark gray (10YR4/1) sand ; single grain
loose ; pH 6.8 ; abrupt smooth boundary.
^jiGINAL PAGD IS
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C1 — 30 to 45 em ; dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) sand ; single
grain ; pH 7.0 ; abrupt smooth boundary.
C2 — 45 to 70 cm ; grayish brown (10YR5/2) sand ; single grain
friable ; pH 6.8 ; common fine distinct yellowish red (7.5YR6/6)
l mottles ; gradual smooth boundary,
C3 — 70 to 130 cm ; grayish brown (10YR5/2) loamy sand; mas-
 live ; few fine faint very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) mottles
friable ; pH 7.0.
	
z
Soil P13 is representative of component 1 of mapping unit IV1. It
is moderately deep and well-drained formed in weathered gneiss
and quartzite. The slope ranges from 1 to 3 percent. The permea-
bility is moderate. This soil is classified as an Ultic Haplustalf
(Figure 15).
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Figure 15 : Soil profile P13.
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Table 18: Phygival and Chemical Analyses of Profile 13,
Horizon Depth CaCa 3
Particle Size Distribution
Textural
sture
Percent
at 1/3
Wsture
Percent
at 15arse San nc 5an t C ay5 mSol cn . 20W-2C0 a 200-20 u 20-2 u .2 u Class atm. atra.
A11 0-15 Trace 60.0 20.0 10.9 LS-SL 12.20 4.32
Al2 15-31 0,01 61.5 17.5 7. SL 10.17 4.51
al 31-40 0.00 55.0 18.0 5.5 SCL 14.70 7.45
DR 40-61 0,02 40.5 10.1 5.
L22.5
5C 19.48 11.81
a3 61-76 0.01 26.0 22.3 5,1 SC 21.53 14.14
C 76-105 0.87 37.1 9.4 10.2 SC 22.09 15.27
Horizon
Syr-to] mg1100 9sell
ExChan,teablo a0ses req	 00 q sot I Base
Saturation
ESPCat. li IL Ila' o
All 4.50 2.10 1.90 0.05 0.10 92.•22 1.10
t	 Al2 9,41 3,21 4.42 0,10 0.21 04,4 1,05
01 14.30 B.50 2.90 0.35 0.10 82.2 2.39
Bit 22.30 10.35 3.75 0.50 0.30 4618 2.24
83 21.90 8.25 2,95 0.75 0.30 55.9 3.42
C 22.60 6.61 1.87 0,22 0.14 39.7 .1
Horizon
Symbol
P1 1
1:1
eaterr
extract
m
rai tro-
mhos/cm
5oluble Cations xleq/LJA
Sa turaticn Extract
Soluble Anions otq/L,in
Saturation Extract
Ca" H4F` Ha i K+ CI- Hcg3' Co,' I	 Sao - SAR
Alt 7.2 113 0.17 0.43 0.35 0,17 0.32 0.78 Trace 0.03 0.65
Al2 7,4 97 0.22 0.54 0.22 0.07 0.38 0.75 Trace 0,02 0.36
at 7.4 98 -- 0151 0.44 0.06 0.28 0.62 Trace 0.03 0.00
B2t 714 108 0.43 0.61 0.04 0.21 0.74 Trace 0.13 1.35
D3 7.2 109 0,26 0.17 0.61 0.05 0.17 0,60 Trace 0,02 1.35
C 7.0 130 0.51 0,74 i 0.06 0,58 0.67 Trace 0.05 1.58
f
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1
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1	 ^,
All.-0 to 15 em ; very dark gray (10YR3/1) sandy loam ; weak
fine graili lar structure ; friable ; clear smooth boundary.
AI2 -15 to 31 cm ;dark brown (7.5YR3/2) loam ;weak medium
subangular blocky structure ; friable ; clear smooth boundary,
B1- 31 to 40 em ; dark reddish brown (5YR3/2) loam ; moderate
medium subangular blocky structure ; friable ; clear smooth
boundary.
j.	 132t-40 to 61 cm ; dark reddish brown (5YR3/3) clay loam
?	 moderate medium subangular blocky structure ; firm ; clear smooth
boundary ; few weak discontinuous cutans.
B3 --- 61 to 76 cm ; dark reddish brown (5YR3/3) clay loam ; weak
fine subangular blocky structure ; friable ; gradual wavy boundary.
C - 76 to 105 cm ; dark reddish. brown (5YR3/3) clay loam ; mas-
sive ; friable...._
Soil P14 is representative of component 2 of mapping unit M. The
soil is shallow and well drained formed in weathered gneiss and
cluartzite. The slope ranges from 1 to 3 percent. Permeability is
moderate. This soil is classified as a Lithic PaIeustult.
A11- 0 to 5 cm ; dark brown (7.5YR3/2) loam ; weak fine granular
structure ; friable ; abrupt smooth boundary.
..,. Al2-5 to 25 cm ; dark brown (7.5YR3/2) loam ; weak fine sub-
:.I
angular blocky structure ; friable ; gradual smooth boundary.
1
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BI - 25 to 45 cm ; dark reddish brown (5YR3, 13) loam ; weak fine
subangular blocky structure ; friable ; clear irregular boundary.
B2 - 45 to 55 cm ; dark reddish brown (5YR3/3) clay loam
moderate medium angular blocky structure , friable ; abrupt smooth
boundary.
R - 55 to 60 cm ; weathered gneiss and quartzite fragments.
Table M. Physical nnd Cheini ", Analyses of Profile 14.
lie	 Izen I 'Depth C&C.
Particle Size Oistributio n
'a"tural
Faisture
Verc	 t
on
at 113
ktoi 5 turePa . 
t
at 15"Coa	 and fine	 an sit 
t r-"SImbo CT 3
Osa
200" 
_Zoo "
200-20 . 213-2 - 2 Class n. atm.
All 0-5 mil 4B.1 24 , 5 7 * 7 19.5 St.
1 
3.53 7.05
AIZ 5-25 0 28 49 . 0 23.0 10 5
1 
M St. 3 07 7 32
91 25-45 0:20 46 8 13.7 9.'7 6.B SCI, 14:70 10:44
112 46-55 0.02 42.6 17.0 10.3 3D.1 Scl 17.26 10,64
R 55-60 licatbesed Entiss and juartMe
^ I
liar i z art
Syv^ol
UF
a.Qci/ICO 9
soil
Exthanqenlo HaseS =Q/tO n SO.' Use
Saturation
% ESPC,? lt,+^ Ila+ I	 r.,
At'
1 
5.50 9.27 Z.32 0.20 70.3 1.25
At? 3.70 8.75 Z.35 0.19
0:35
0 35 63 5 1 39
51 19.90 7.75 2.33 0.15 0.35 53:2 i
92 21.31 5,40 1.61 M5 0.20 34 . 1 :1
Ilo pimn
syrliol
pit
1:1	 so ' it
water
extract
EC
Pi Cro-
r-has/	
.ca
Soluble Cations alq/L.in
Saturation Extract
Soluble Mions Mq/L.In
Saturatla	 Exteact	 -
Q" Mg" Ila* K* CI HCO, Co,' 5 o,' SAR
A 7,1
1 1 ' I ':"
41 1 30 0.27 0,84 Trace 0,02 0.49
A`12 7,0 6 1 21 9:4 , 0',3 9
0 : 107
0	 5 0.35 0.76 Trace 0.05
0.,
0.66
ri 7.0 96 0 1 7 0.32 0.44 0.04 0,29 0,64 Trace 0.03 OAB
112 7.6
1 
07 0:26 0.36 0.44 0.01 0.33 0.67 Trace O.R 0.90
1I
Descry hon
gfsoil
Happ i n g
Units
^. s
t
The soils in the clay plain area are generally level (0-2 c. } with 1. Leve l Sedimentary
some very gentle slopes adjacent to drainugewakys. 	 There is eon- `Clay Plain bails
siderable micro relief (gilgai) on the dense clay soils. Soil drainage
varies from moderately-well to poor 	 and flooding, front slight	 to
`.	 severe depending on the kind of soil and position in the landscape.
i .	 The drainageways are flooded seasonally and the flat: areas are
ponded for months during the rainy season. i
The majority of the soils are very deep, 	 very slowly permeable.
Clays that slil'Iilli alnd swe ll with C11itI1'e5 ltt SOi I ittOlstllre (Vl'i'tisols),
are	 eThey	 g nerally neutral to alkaline in reaction with solve. having
€ f1 excess sodium.	 In some argils, Sandy alluvinin has been deposit"A
in varying thicknesses over the dense clays.
I.A.	 The soils III this unit ary very deep, dark colored, poorly and
soinewhat-poorly drained,	 very slowly p^rnleable sodium affected
:i	 dense clays	 (Vertisols) .	 Approximatel y; 20' t	 of the soils are not
i sodium affected (Component 2) and have a somewhat more friable
i.
L
E	 surface layer. The native vegetation on these soils is tall grass. i
ij These dense clay soils are very slowly permeable and difficult to y
cultivate.	 For this I'eason, they are not suited 	 for irrigation of it
^= comInon cultivated crops. It is believed that paddy rice could be
grown on these soils if irI'igation waiter were mine aVail aable and
the soils properly leveled and prepared for rice culture. The period r
of time that the soil moisture is favorable for cultivation is very
is
i
r
i3	 11
!
,
!	 r
44	 AUdcl-MW3. Myers, Airdel S muie, Moore, YouIiis rt tit,
limited. The soil is commonly too wot or too dry. Level areas are
frequently ponded during the rainy season imildii- cultivation
difficult. Seasonal and low precipitation are also. lintit.inf; factors,
Under rahifed farming amid
 good I is mi ement ! duvi • Inaaize zind
sorghum can be grown suece^sfully oil these soils. They have a land
suitability rating of S3-marginally suited soils • for rainfed farming
and 82-moderately suited, for paddy rice Dire to the dense 0:13.
and soil wetness, plant routs have difficultypct^etrati1 1  the soil.
Surface drainage, nitrogen fertilization used the use of improved
`f
seed and cultural practices are important segnlrn[s elf needed I,icur-
atieilletlt oil 	 soils. Due to time katl ye amount of ctalciunl iu three
soils it is not likely that the sodium will present a latitriti,tnal
problem. If it does. Ep ,psuill can be applied to alleviate the problem.
These soils are well suited to the .,roNvirtti of pasture and ran-0
grasses.
1.13. The soils in this unit are vcry deep, dark colored, sonietiahat
poorly to poorly drained, ver,Y slowly permeable dense clays (Verti-
;t?ls). The native vegetation is scatteI'ed acacia treL'S amid hill ^r'ass.
This unit differs from IA in that the soils do not have a natric
lio. Non, the soil structure in the surface Mayer is slightly better
and the soils appear to be sonxwliat better dr.iined. They are
similar to component 4 2 in matla un it IA.
These 41fiy> soils are difficult to cultivate. For this reason they are
f not suited for irr •itiation of commode cultivated crops, It is believed
that paddy rice could he grown oil these Soils If Irri ition water
}	 aa•ere made available and tilt' soils propcl •ly leveled and prepared
!	 for rice culture. The tine period is very short duringnhic i st.il
nlaisturc is faro -able for cultivation. They are comtnnnl too «et
or too dry. Ponding of watt,a •
 on level areas during the rainy season
!	 1 is common. Low gimntities mid seasonal distribution patterns of
!	 preefpItatlon are also liI11itiI1M factors to crop prlidaietioll.
	
.	 'Under rainfed farming mad good nlanag •t^nlont, dura, Inairc anz d
	
.f	
sorghum can be grom,n successfully on these soils. The land :nit-
i ability rating given these soils is S3-mm%•
 inally suited soils' — for
rainfed farming and S?--moderately s p ited soils — for paddy rich.
flue to dense clay and soil wetness, roots heave difficulty penetrat-
ing the soil.
s^
Sinface drainage, nitrogen fertilization and the use Of inlp: • uve cd
seed and cultural practices wire important segments of n 1
nanagernent oil these soils.
	
i	 -
These soils are well suited to tilt,
 growing of pasture and mange
S	 ^- grasses.
SVV det'iilition or lucid suit+ellilily vlassc.<.
R 	 a
5	 ^
E:
_L	
w	 i
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45 !t.
These soils are very deep, dark colored, somewhat-poorly and poorly
! t
	
drained, slowly and very slowly permeable clay soils (Vertisols).
}!^  ! The vegetation is dominantly tall grass with scattered acacia trees.
About 707o of the soils in this unit (component# 1) are somewhat
poorly drained and slowly to very slowly permeable. The upper
i i	 a	 d more friable than the soils in ma40 cm of soli s silty cl y an	 	 	 	 p
^.	 ^.	 unit 113. The remaining 307o of the soils in this unit. (component
2) are very slowly permeable, poorly drained, sodium affected
soils that are similar to those in map unit IA, component 1.
Due to restricted permeability and the high clay content of these
soils, they were rated as not being suited for hTigation of common
cultivated crops. It is believed that paddy rice could be grown on
these soils if irrigation water were made available and the soils
properly leveled and prepared for rice culture, The time period is
very short during which these soils have soil moisture favorable
for cultivation. Ponding of water on level areas during the rainy
season is common. Low and seasonal precipitation are limiting
factors to crop production.
The soils in component -J^ 1 have more favorable soil properties than
those in component - 2 and should be given priority for develop-
ment. Under rainfed farming and good management, dura, maize
and sorghum can be grown successfully on these soils. The land
suitability rating given these soils under high level management is
S2-moderately suitable for rainfed farming and S2-moderately
suitable for paddy rice. Surface drainage, nitrogen fertilization,
and the use of improved seed and cultural practices are important
parts of the management needed on these soils.
The soils in component g 2 have been rated as S30 marginally
suited, for rainfed farming and S2-moderately suited for paddy
rice. These soils occur in the drainageways and are wet during
the rainy season. These soils are best suited for pasture but can
be cultivated successfully using good management practices.
I.D. Moderately well [trained, moderately permeable, moderately
deep, loamy soil over very slowly permeable clay and very deep,
dark, poorly drained, very slowly permeable, dense clay soils (Verti-
F
	
	
sols). The vegetation is tall grass and scattered acacia trees with
approximately 5% canopy.
About 6057c of the soils in this unit (componentg 1) are moderately
well drained, moderately permeable, and moderately deep loamy
soil over very slowly permeable clay material. The upper 85 cm.
of soil is Ioamy, friable and easy to work ; however, the clay below
85 cm will restrict water movement and root penetration. The
depth of loamy material over clay will vary from place to place.
The remaining 40% of the soils in this map unit (component ,# 2)
* See definition of Iand suitability classes.
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arcs very deep, dark, poorly drained, very slowly pormenble (tense
clay sails. 'These soils occur in the depressions toil low lyinE;
drainageways, They art, wet and flooded freque ntly mid for long
periodv during the rainy season.
The soils in this map unit are not recommended for irrigittion of
coalman Cultivated Crops due to the dense clay alt 85 em in Com-
polle.11t -It:1 find dellse clay throughout in colllpout'nt Paddy
rice could possibly be grown on component Jt2 if :loading could be
controlled and suitable sites selected. There may be some selected
areas in component ;[t: 1 however, where the Inamy sail wo uld be
deep enough and large enough to irrigate. A more (retailed study
would locate these ttrea ►s, The soils 111 component 3^ 1 have favorable
properties under raillfed farming mil good managelllellt to produce
dura, ma by aIld sorghum. These soils wvt—t,% given a land stiltabilit)'
rating of 82-moderately suitable for rainfed fariming; Sail drainage
will vary depending all the depth elf loamy soil over cltly. Pertili. a-
tion and the list) of improved seed and cultural practices aro inl-
portallt items to Consider in the sticcesyflil development of Owse
sails.
The sails in component 3^2 have been rated its S3-margilmlly suited
for rtiinfed farming, 'mis would atpply only to the better avail aaroals
of this Component tied 111anit-oment would be difficult due to wetness
and flooding; during;' the rain setls( ln. lllally of the areas in tills
component are probably best suited for pasture.
II. Q. Vei;v dE'kap, dtu9(, vory poorly clralalled, very siill^ iy pormt,a.ble	 i
dellse Clay soils ill seasolmily wet deprt's^iolls and dralilall;'ownys	 t
(Vertisols) with tall -miss vegetation.
'Vile sails ill this unit art, wet and flooded frequently for lull;;
periods of time durin g the rainy sealson. Due to their locution oll
the landscape. the frequency and duration of wetness Enid flooding; 	 4^
and the nature of the soil, these soils nre best 4ilited for ptlsture
told range ►tse, '1`llt'se soda; alre -;.alnewhat similair to those described
as coIllpoilellt .}^ 2 in nitip unit 1D. The soils lit component j^2 gulp
-ft^
unit ID did not aeeiir in areas largo enough to separate all the tuap,
I.V. Very deep, dark, poorly and very poorly drained, very slowly
permeable clay soils tVertlsolsl and somewhat poorly drained,
tiha111uw to moderately deep, moderately permeable, loamy soil over
very slowly permeable clays. Donlinault.iy tall grass with scattered
acacia trees, This unit differ;, from 1D in that it has it higher per-
centage of vertisols said in general the ;rails are tl little lower oil	 1
the IIIII& tllle nitlitill- the a•etllesS tlnd flooding 11robit'lll al little
More stivere,
Al]U11t 65 1 t (if the 9011s 111 11115 lll]It tCfl111panE'llt :^'21 a1I'N vL 'y dt`el.i,
dark, poorly and very poorly drained, very slowly permetible Oily
~oils (Vertisols), These soil8 are difficult to woric told commonly
they are too vet or too dry for cultivation. The time periled is slulrt
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when these soils have a moisture content favorable for cultivation.
Soils that are loamy over slowly permeable, poorly drained clays
comprise the remaining 35% of the unit (component # 1) . The
thickness of the loamy soil over clay varies from 25 to 75 cm. These
soils generally occur on the higher areas in the map unit and are
less subject to flooding and prolonged wetness.
Due to wetness, permeability and high clay content, the clay soils
(component:W.l) were rated as not being suited for irrigation of
common cultivated crops but moderately suited (S2) for paddy
rice production. For the same reasons, plus the difficulty of work-
ing fine clay soils, they were placed in land suitability class S3-	 +
marginally suitable land for dryland farming. Dura, maize, And
sorghum are crops adapted to the area. There may be some soil
areas in this unit (component 91) that would have a fine loamy
surface and moderately well to somewhat poorly drained that would
rate moderately satisactory-S2, for dryland farming. Surface
. j drainage, nitrogen fertilization, and the use of in seeds and
cultural practices are important to the successful use of these
I	 soils.
The soils in campoirent;1 are not suited for irrigation of common
cultivated crops because of the restrictive clay layer at varying
depths below the soil surface. They were rated as moderately satis-
factory (S2) for rainfed farming for growing dual., maize, and
sorghum. Fertilization and the use of improved seeds and cultural
practices are important to the successful use of the soil.
I.G. Well to moderately well drained, moderately permeable, mo-
derately deep loamy soil over very slowly permeable clay and very
deep to deep dark, somewhat-poorly to poorly drained, slowly to 	 i
very slowly permeable, silty clay and clay soils. Tall grass with	 f	 ,.
widely scattered Acacia trees.
About 60 % of the soils in this unit (component 2) axe well to
moderately well drained, moderately permeable, moderately deep
to deep loamy soil over slowly permeable clay. The loamy surface 	 k
which varies from 50-90 em thick is friable and easy to work but
the clay layer restricts root development and water movement.
The remaining 40%, of the soils in this map unit (components 1)
are deep, dark, poorly to somewhat poorly drained and slowly per-
meable. This component of the map unit occupies lower areas in
^f	 -the landscape and is subject to more frequent flooding and longer
periods of water ponded on the surface.
The soils in this map unit appear to be very similar to those in
map unit ID. After a more careful ground check they may in fact
€
	
	 be found to be the same. However, due to the nearness of this unit
to soils known to have laterite (iron stone) in them, it is quite
j
	
	 possible that some of the soils in this unit, especially component#2,
may have it in places. This would lower the potential of the soil
	,i	
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for use. Further field checking would be needed to make this deter-
mination. Due to differences in physiographic location and as[o-
ciated soils it was decided for the present to ]seep the unit separate.
The soils in component g 2 are friable and easy to work. They
occupy the higher ground in this map unit. For rainfed fanning
these soils were rated as S-2-moderately satisfactory for growing
adapted common cultivated crops. Where the loamy soil over clay
is deep enough for drainage and assuming laterite was not found
in the upper 150 cm of soil, these soils were rated as marginal to
moderately satisfactory for irrigation. Fertilization and the use of
improved seed and cultural practices are important items to con-
sider in the successful development of these soils.
Soils in component j , 1 were rated as S2-S3-marginal to moderately
satisfactory for rainfed farming and moderately satisfactory (S2)
for paddy rice production. Soil drainage, nitrogen fertilization, and
the use of improved seeds and c iltural practices are essential to
the successful use of these soils,
Observations made from low .Flying aircraft indicated that this soil
unit had good potential for development. Field checking is needed
to verify this observation.
x
k^
;
I.H. The soils in this unit are very deep, dark, very slowly per-
meable, poorly drained, sodium affected dense clay soils, frequently
flooded (vertisols). The native vegetation is tail brass with a few
scattered acacia trees.
This unit differs from IA largely in that the frequency and dura-
tion of flooding and ponding is greater and the fatal annual preci-
pitation is higher. In addition, the percent of sodium affected soils
is less.
These soils are very slowly permeable and difficult to cultivate.
For this reason, they are not suited for irrigation of common culti-
vated crops. The soils and climate are favourable for the production
of paddy rice if irrigation water were made available, excessive
flooding prevented during the rainy season and the soil properly
prepared for rice culture. The period of time that tho soil moisture
is favorable for cultivation is very Iimited. These soils are flooded
and water ponded on them for relatively long periods during the
rainy season.
About half of the soils in this unit are sodium affected and half
are not affected. The sodium-affected soils will be more difficult
to work and manage. However, both components of this unit were
rated the same S3-marginally suited for rainfed farming and S2-
moderately suited for paddy rice production. Due to the large
amount of calcium in these soils it is not likely that the sodium
in these soils will present a nutritional problem. It must be recog-
nized that these ratings represent soil potential based on the assump-
j
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I
tion that water control measures are used as well as nitrogen
fertilization, and the use of improved seed and cultural practices.
These soils are well suited to the growing of pasture and range
grasses. Water control is essential on these soils if they are to be
used for crops or pasture during the rainy season.
The I.H. area mapped north and west of Yirol needs further study.
The potential of this area may be greater or less than indicated
here depending on the nature of the soil properties. It was placed
in I.I. based on the interpretation of the imagery and on other
available resource data.
I.I. Very deep, dark, poorly and very poorly drained, slowly and
very slowly permeable sodium affected, clay soils, frequently flood-
ed. The native vegetation is tall grass.
These high sodium, wet clay soils occur on an alluvial-colIuvial fan
at the base of a large drainageway coming out of the mountains.
They are subject to frequent flooding during the rainy season. Soils
around the edge of these high sodium wet soils (component#I.)
are less frequently flooded, have less sodium and comprise about
20% of the unit. Their potential is slightly greater for these soils
than for the sodium soils.
The soil limitations associated with these high sodium wet clay
soils are so great that they are best used for pasture or range
use (N7.-currently unsuited for cultivation). The establishment of
drainage and flood control measures would greatly improve the
potential of these soils for use. Additional studies in this unit may
show that these soils have a higher potential than present ratings
would indicate.
The soils and land types included in this grouping of mapping units
are level, wet, swampy and inundated with water all or most of the
time. They occur along the Nile River and its tributaries. The main
stream of the Nile and numerous large bodies of permanently
ponded water are included in this soil grouping, For the most part,
only the higher and better drained portions of these soils can be
used for grazing in the dry season ; the remainder is best suited
for wildlife habitat. Possibly narrow strips of alluvial levees adja-
cent to the Nile could be used for subsistance farming. The areas
are inaccessible during the rainy season.
IiI.A. Permanently flooded alluvial soils with over 2591(, open water,
the remaining area swamp and marsh. Principal vegetation is water
hyacinth, papyrus and other aquatics.
This mapping unit includes the main channel of the Nile. Over 250/,
of the area is open water. The remaining is marsh and swamp land.
With the exception of a very small percentage (1-2%',) of narrow,
If. Permanently or
Seasonally Flooded
.,Loz,clands
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high alluvial sandy levees adjacent to the Nile in the vicinity of
Jonglei and south that may be suited for subsistence farming and
for grazing in the dry season, these soils are best suited for wildlife
habitat. They were given a suitability rating of N2-permanently
unsuitable land for cultivation.
ILB. Permanently flooded alluvial soils with less than 25% open
water, the remaining area is swamp, marsh clayey and loamy soils,
Water hyacinth, papyrus and aquatic vegetation are common on
the wet areas. Tali grasses are common on the better drained
mineral soils.
This map unit occurs in the northern half of the study area adja-
cent to map unit II.A. It includes many of the tributaries of the
Nile and along the seasonally wet drainageways. This unit differs
from H.A. largely in that it contains less Open water and ponds
and a higher percentage of mineral soils.
About 85% of this unit is permanently wet and swampy (com-
ponents 1 & 2) and was given a suitability rating of N2-permanently
unsuitable land for cultivation. Its best use is for wildlife habitat.
Mineral soils that are wet and subject to seasonal flooding comprise
about 15% of this map unit (component:R:3). They are generally
poorly to very poorly drained, slowly permeable clayey and loamy
soils subject to seasonal flooding and having a permanently high
water table. Some of these soils may be suited for rainfed sub-
sistence farming. They were rated SC-conditionally suitable land
for cultivation under special conditions. They are well suited for
grazing in the dry seasons.
One large area of II.B. mapped a short distance north and west
of Yirol warrants further study. Its occurrence in the landscape is
unusual and the potential of the area questionable. It appears as
a swampy area at the mouth of the Yirol River as it approaches
the Nile. If the soils have favorable physical and chemical pro-
perties it is possible that drainage and flood control practices could
be installed resulting in an area with good potential for develop-
ment. It also appears that the terrain south of here is favorable
for impounding water for irrigation purposes.
H.C. Seasonally flooded swamp and marsh soils with some higher
areas of clayey and loamy soils. Aquatic vegetation occurs on the
wet swampy areas and tall grasses on the less wet mineral soils.
This mapping unlit contains less wet, swampy soils and more mineral
soils than II.B., which, in turn, has less of these features than II.A.
About 707, of this unit (component :ff 1) is permanently wet or
wet a major portion of the time due to flooding and a high water
table. It was rated N2-permanently unsuited land for cultivation.
The best use is for wildlife habitat.
T
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The remaining 30% of this unit (componentg2) consists of soils
that are poorly and very poorly drained, slowly and very slowly
permeable, clayey and loamy alluvial soils subject to seasonal
flooding and having a permanently high water table. Some of these
soils are suited for rainfed subsistence farming and if adequate
water control measures could be installed they would be suited for
paddy rice production. These soils were rated SC-conditionally
suitable for dryland farming and S3 marginally suitable for paddy
rice production. The potential of these soils depends largely on the
frequency and duration of flooding and ponding. The soil properties
are adequate for a suitability rating of S3 or even S2. Drainage,
water control, fertilization and the use of improved seed and cul-
tural practices are important to the successful use of these soils.
III. Recent A if ri via rrt
' 1 The soils in this broad grouping have developed from recent alluvium
and are generally found on Ievel flood plains ; however, some occur
along upland drainageways with slopes of 3 to 5,1-. The soils in
this grouping are the most productive and have the greatestI
i.	 potential of all soils in the study area. Soil drainage and the fre-
{	 quency and duration of flooding and ponding are problems to over-
}	 come to achieve the highest potential.i j	 The properties of these soils are quite variable. They range from
^: {
	
	 sandy to silty, well to poorly drained, and moderate to slowly per-
meable. Most of the alluvial soils are underlain by very slowly
1	
permeable clay sediments ranging in depth from less than 50 to
F	 over 150 cm from the soil surface.
IR.A. Seasonally flooded loamy and sandy textured soil associated
with braided stream channel on 0-2% slopes. Tall grass and aquatic
vegetation are common.
About one half of this unit (component l) consists of open water,
marsh and braided stream bed. The other half (component#2) is
E	 stream banks, and lowlying wet soils adjacent to the Nile. The areas
i	 in component :W, :L are suited only for wildlife habitat.
The soils and land types in component :[^ 2 are wet all or most of
the time and subject to frequent flooding. Most of the area is best
fy suited for wildlife habitat but some of the higher areas have value
for grazing during the dry season. They were given a suitability
rating of N2-Permanently unsuitable. for cultivation. Very small
.	 patches of the higher, better drained soils are used for subsista.nce
'.	 l	 farming.
111.E. Deep, well drained, sandy soils and shallow to moderately
deep, somewhat poorly drained loamy soils over slowly permeable
clay on fluvial levees on 0-2% slopes. Dome palm trees are charac-
teristic of this mapping unit with brush and tall grass interspersed
with the trees.
s-
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The sandy and loamy alluvium in this unit is deepest (over clay)
adjacent to the Nile River and near the southern part of the unit.
As one travels north and east from this point the sandy and loamy
alluvium thins out to where the surface soils are clay.
About 40 yo of this unit (component g 2) is deep, well drained,
rapidly permeable loamy sand over slowly permeable clay below
130 cm. They occur on a High natural levee and subject to occa-
sional flooding. Another 10 0j0 (component ;T.1) of the unit is mo-
derately deep, somewhat poorly drained loamy soil over very slowly
permeable clay at 30-00 cm from the surface. Twenty percent of
the unit (component g 3) is poorly to very poorly drained, very
slowly permeable clay soil that occurs in drainageways and subject
to frequent seasonal flooding and ponding.
Soils in component ;J^ 2 are rated as S2-moderately suitable for
rainfed farming and S1-highly suitable for irrigated agriculture
for crops commonly adapted to the area. Fertilization, drainage
and the use of improved seed and cultural practices are important
to the successful use of these soils. All common cultivated crops
adapted to the area can be grown.
Soils in component# 1 were rated as S2-moderately suitable for
cultivation under both rainfed and irrigated farming for crops com-
monly adapted to the area. Special care will be required to see that
the soils are properly drained under irrigation. The use of fer- 	 1 S
tilizer, improved seed and cultural practices are required to achieve
maximum potential.
The soils in component ;W. 3 were rated N1-currently unsuited for
cultivation. Due to the soil and water problems, these soils are best
suited to pasture and range use.
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II3s.C. Moderately-deep to deep, moderately-well to somewhat poorly
drained sandy soils over dense clay on 0-2 1% slopes. Vegetation
common to the area is tall grass with scattered acacia trees.
About 80 17t of this unit (component ;ht l) is deep, moderately well
to somewhat poorly drained, moderately slow to slowly permeable
sandy loam soils over dense clay at depths greater than 120-150 cm.
The soils are generally level (0-2%) with short gently sloping areas
adjacent to drainageways that were identified as component g 2.
These areas are not subject to annual flooding. The remaining 2017f,
of the area (component ,# 2) occurs in drainageways and depres-
sions. They are wet and subject to flooding during the rainy season.
The soils are level, deep, poorly drained, very slowly permeable clay
soils.
The soils in component :fl-  1 were rated S2-moderately satisfactory
for common cultivated crops for rainfed farming and for irrigated
farming. Fertilization and the use of improved seeds and cultural
practices are essential to achieve full potential. Drainage is needed
^i
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tits well as land leveling if the soils rue to be irrigated, Amount raid
distribution of rainfall and low soil fertility are major limitations
to rainfed agriculture.
i
I The soils in conlponent;^t 2 were rated N1-currently unsuited for
cultivation.
	
Soil wetness, peI•Ineability and dense clay make these
soils best suited for pasture or range Ilse.
i
111.'11.	 Moderately deep, somewhat-portly to poorly* di•t-dned sandy
soils over dense clay on 0-2tc slopes. 	 Trill grass Nvith scattered
acacia trees commonly grow on these soils.
°.file thickness of the permeable loamy slid sandy alluvium over
dense clay sediments on the soils in this unit becomes thinner as
! }	 one travels east and north within the map unit, The thicker the€
# loamy sediments over the clay the greater the potential for develop-
merit, The average depth of the loamy soil over clay in this unit
is 50 cm but ranges from 10 to 100 cm. The clay sediments limit
the movement of water and the penetration of roots. Soil drainage I
^
is essential to achieving a suitable soil potential. }I
f Tllt'Se SOIL tvel'E' rated 82-nlodca i" aiE' ly suitable for- rainfed aaTicul- I
tune and 83-maI'ginally suitable for irrigated agriculture. TO achieve
full potential, good soil and water management including soil drain-
am fertilization, and the use of improved seeds and cultural prac-
tices are essential. Frequency and dul'atioIl of wetness slid flooding
I II during the rainy season are major problems to overcome. ^.
1	
^ I
!	 111.E.	 Shallow	 to moderately	 veep,	 moderately-well	 to	 poorly t
i	 dranled, moderately slowly permeable sandy and loamy alluvium
from Upland sediments Over Clay and laterite on 	 slopes. Short
j	 i I crass and Ilumerous deciduous. tI'ees aI'e collimon to the aI'ea.
j	 r The soils in this unit occur along upland dra.inageways in the .iron
stem, soil region of the study area. 'rhey consist of sturdy, loamy and
11^ clayey alluvial and colluvial material; ra i e from shallow to deep,
i	 {11 Ilioderately-well to poorly drained 	 and	 rrllvelly
	
to Moll gravelly.
" !	 s Flooding oceuI's frequently ill the draina geways duriIlg the rainy
season and the more level areas will be wet for extended periods,
It Is estiIllated that about half of the soils in this unit tire S&rnar-
.	
.l'.. virally suitable for cultivation under rainfed llgrictllture and the
rest are N1-currently not Suitable for cultivation
	 but Suited for
pasture. The more level areas at t1w lower end of these soil areas s -
1
► 	 rare more likely
	have potential fqi'	 ]I'gdiiCtigIl but 1i'atel' control I
€ +	 I during	 r	
rwi	 • the rain	 SetlSQll \viii be a
	 ^rqb	 The	 il^^	 1	 p o lem.	 1	 so s are low In I14
^, I fertility, commonly shallow and -ravelly,
	 Fertilization aIld good f
Soil and water nimiagement will be l oquired to retiCll the estilllated
J
' potential.
i
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Moderately deep to deep, well and moderately-well drained, {
'	 moderately permeable loamy and sandy alluvial and colluvial soils 3
on 0-3%Q slopes. Short grasses and scattered trees commonly grow
in the area.
j	 The soils in this unit are dominantly sandy, well drained, moderately
permeable and moderately-deep to deep. They are low in fertility
and 4roughty during the dry season. About one fourth of the soils
in this unit are moderately-well to poorly drained, slowly permeable,
clayey and wet during the rainy season. 	 Drainage water from
adjacent upland areas contribute to the wetness of these lower
j	 lying clayey soil areas. Soil drainage and water control measures
i	 are needed to reduce the wetness on these soils. These clayey soils } '
have greater potential for development if the above practices can .
be installed.
The soils in this unit were rated S3-marginally suited for dryland
farming. The use of fertilizer, soil drainage on wet areas, improved i
seed and cultural practices are needed to achieve potential. .
A more thorough study of this area may show that these soils have
greater potential than this report indicates.
IV. Undulating and
}.
"	 ?
'joIlitag Uplands
	 The soils of the uplands occur on the more gently sloping areas in E
the southern part of the study area. The steep and mountainous
soil areas are included in another grouping entitled 	 o:V.Jully to
Steep Uplandsu.
The soils in grouping N occur on undulating and rolling topography
with inclusions of some hilly land. They are developed on various
kinds of bed rock including granite and gneiss. 	 Laterite (locally
called ironstone) is common in the soils west of the Nile River. I .
The soils are mostly well-drained,
	
medium-textured, 	 shallow
	
to .
moderately-deep, and moderately-permeable with occasional to fre-
quent coarse fragments on the surface. Very shallow soils with rock
outcrops occur on the steeper areas.
{
=	 These upland soils are highly weathered, low in nutrients, high in
iron and aluminum, acid to very acid and generally have a lots
potential for development.	 The rainfall is generally good (over` .
1,000 mm) for plant growth but excessive during the rainy season.
High runoff and a severe erosion hazard are common to the area.
With the exception of a few map units and selected deeper soils ''..
in others, the potential for growing common cultivated crops com-
mercially is very low. There should be some potential for growing t
coffee and possibly other selected crops on some of the better soils
in the higher upland areas where the rainfall is adequate. More
detailed evaluations are needed in this area to make these deter- I
^	 minations.
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IN%& Shallow to moderately deep, well draitled, moderately per-
meable 1aau'y soils oil alopes, Laterite mid cotuse fragments
,jr, comlllon. Grass with :;^^^lo ve Ltlnopy of deeidutills trees is et1m-
Il ou to till'. area.
The soils III this unit are shallow to nulderatclti y dt op, well draillod,
moderately liernleable laatlly sails with occat"ional to iroquent coara e
fragments. Theso sails are low to vtmv low in plant nutrient.% acid
to very acid ill reaction and have a low to vary low water holdilly
capaelty. These, sails llatn, been rated N1-N2 unsuited for eliltiva-
tion. A large percentticgo of the area is pernuinelltly uns ited ---- Nd.
,mey are best suited for grzazin .
There are some alluvial sall3 ill the areal (possibly w.), uu.,so ate
more praductive turd would provide arras for sluall fields for Sub.
sistencc, farming.
W.B. Very' shallow to moderately t rep, woll drained, moden toly
perincablr loamy sails oil 3-10 c r slopes. laterite and coarse frag
meats are common, Grass with 15-Zl)"v ea ropy of deciduous trees
Lll present.
E This unit diffem; from W.A. in that it is less sloping and tllc soils
are grncrally shallower to bedrock and laterite, The tree covtw is
i also less.
t These,
 soils are low to very low in plant nutrients, acid to very uVid
ill reaction and have a low to very low water holding Ctltmeity, The	 a
runoff is rapid and vrosion
 hn. tlyd sovo o. They have, been toted
1\11-M-unsuited for cultivation, A lal;gt' pomentagr Of the area is 	 3
permanently unsuited-N2,
 The sails in this area my bt'st su ited
k for ara'zing.	 t
The lower ling more level sail Ilreas in this unit (thosr nP arest
to the Nile) may ha vt it little givater potential than t.11ose on higher
i ground.	 1
MC,
	 Shallow to moderately deep, well drta.int'd. moderateh` per-
meable loamy soils dowN loped oil btdrocic tin 10-25(" x, slopes. coaltse
{ fragiuents the colnlnoll. Grass, wills 151'•
 " to 3V;	 eimolly of dooi-
^' C1Lltlllh tl"c'es. is comillon to the area,
	 }
These soils aIti loll' ill plant nutrit uts, ac id ill rt.lt boll and lum
S	 5 a vely low water holding ealpiwity. In addition, the Soils a-re rtillm,".! to dilly and very shallow oat the stopper slopes.	 They liav t\ bet'u
fated N2 — permauelltly ullsulted for cult..ivat.lom
	 TllCV Girt` hest	 a
I suited for grazing or for other nonaralble uses.
, 1	 ..E E	 ^
11'.D.	 Very shallow to moderat ely det'll, 11t'll drained, ttltldri'tlLell'
permeable lotully stills developed till bedrocle till 5-1,5 1 'F .  slopes. C oaarsa
t	 i frz;gm	 iU; and laterite are coillmoll, Grass with 1(1-litl. troo eaanopy
s. of deciduoliti trees 10t1I11prise prost it veg;etatioll,
`^ f
f;
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The soils on about 70;''0 of this unit (component g1) are shallow
to moderately deep, relatively free of coarse fragments, loamy,
moderately permeable and occur on slopes of less than 10%. The
remaining soils in this unit (component g 2) are very shallow
with numerous coarse fragments and are on slopes of 10-15% or
greater.
Due to the low nutrient status and shallow depth, the soils in com-
ponent :J^ 1 were rated as N1-currently unsuited for cultivation.
Some of these soils are N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation.
Small areas (C 5%) of deeper, more level soils in this unit may
be suitable for marginal (S3) or subsistence farming.
Soils in component :#: 2 were rated N2-permanently unsuited for
cultivation due to the nature of the soil.
W.E. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable, loamy soils developed on bedrock on 5-20 0/0 slopes,
Coarse fragments, laterite and rock outcrops are common. The
vegetation is largely trees with 25-40 0/, short grass.
About half of the soils in this unit are very shallow with frequent
outcrops of rock on 10 -20% slopes (component# 2). The soils in
the remaining 507c of the unit (components 1) are shaIIow to
moderately deep and on more gentle slopes of 5-15%. Although the
soils in component # 1 are somewhat better than those in com-
ponent :ff,2, none are suited for cultivation.
The soils in component # 1 were rated N1-conditionally unsuited
for cultivation ; however, a large percentage are probably per-
manently unsuited (N2). Low plant nutrient status, soil depth and
slopes were major reasons for this rating.
The soils in component :ht 2 were rated N2-permanently unsuited
for cultivation. These soils even have low potential for grazing.
.^ r	
r
W.F. Very shallow, excessively drained, rapidly permeable, gravelly
and severely eroded stony loarh soils developed on bedrock on
10-20% slopes. Sparse growth of brush and short grass with occa-
sional scattered trees were observed on these soils.
These soils are very shallow (Xdthic) and stony, with frequent
bedrock exposed. Frequent gullies are evidence of high runoff and
a severe erosion hazard. Due to the nature of these soils they were
rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation. Because of the
severe soil limitation these soils would also have. a poor potential
for grazing. They are unsuited for any kind cf comm p -cial agricul-
tural use. This soil unit is one of the poorest in the entire study
area.
{	 ii
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W.G. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately per-
meable, loamy soils, developed on bedrock on 3-209. slopes. Some
soils are stony with occasional rock outcrops.
The soils in this unit differ from those in IV.E. in that they are
generally somewhat deeper and have . less bedrock exposed. About
half of the soils in this unit are shallow to moderately deep and
on slopes of 3-10%Q (component# 1) while the other half are very
shallow to shallow and on slopes of 10 -20 Jr (component g2).
Due to shallow soils and low nutrient level, these soils have been
rated as unsuited for cultivation. The soils in component :ff: 1 were
rated N1-N2 conditionally said permanently unsuited for cultiva-
tion while the soils in component -W 2 were rated N2-permanently
a	 i
L:
unsuited for cultivation, It is quite likely that small areas of perhaps
i 59c or more of the soils in component #I may have potential forI
cultivation. Numerous small areas do have potential for subsistence
6 farming. It is also quite likely that some soils in components 1
I	 ^#  requiredwould be suitable for coffee. Additional studies would be re q
` to make these determinations.
_	 L	 {^
W.H.	 Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately per-
loamy	 developed	 bedrock	 2Coarsemeable,	 soils	 on	 on	 -10% slopes.
.	
.. fragments are common on shallow soils. The vegetation is mostly
I grass with shrubs and trees covering 20 % or more of the area.
` Although these soils occur on level to gently rolling topography
they are relatively shallow and have numerous coarse fragments
F	 i3 and occasional rock outcrops. 	 For this reason, their potential isp	 p	 '
-I limited.
We have rated these soils as N2-permanently unsuited for aultiva-
tion. They are best suited for grass and tree production. 	 Small
i areas of deeper soils may be found Lhat would be suited for limited
I
ettltivation.
IV.I.	 Shallow to deep, well drained, moderately permeable, loamy 	 I..
- I l1f soils developed on bedrock on 2-20 7, slopes. Coarse fragments and
1 occasional rock outcrops occur on shallow sloping areas. The vege-
tation consists of 10-20 % canopy of acacia trees and brush with tall
and short grasses in the open areas.
Thirty-five percent of the soils in this unit (component# 1) mo-
derately deep to deep are over bedrock on 2-10% slopes. They are	 #
well drained, moderately permeable loamy soils that have occasional 	 l
. coarse fragments on the surface. The soils are acid in reaction,
I low in plant nutrients and low to moderately low in water holding
capacity.
I
'A I
I
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Sixty-five percent of the soils in this unit (componentZ 2) are
shallow to rock, well drained moderately permeable loamy soils on
10-20 I1,, slopes that are commonly gravelly or stony. Rock outcrops
are common on the steeper, shallower soils. The soils are acid in
reaction and low in plant nutrients.
Soils in component ;Lt 1 were rated S3-marginally suitable for rainfed
cultivation. Soil slope, erosion hazard, soil depth and low nutrient
content prevented a better rating. Erosion control, the use of fer-
tilizers, improved seeds and cultural practices are all essential to
achieving a satisfactory potential.
Due to soil depth, coarse fragments and soil slope the soils in
component :ff: 2 were rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation.
The growth of grass and trees is the best use of these soils .
IlV.d. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately per-
meable, sandy soils on 2-5% slopes and deep, poorly drained, slowly
permeable loamy and clayey soils on _2-5c! slopes. Tall and short
grasses occupy 75 -50 1'c of the area with brush and acacia trees
covering the remaining area.
Seventy percent of the map unit (component 1) consists of shal-
low to moderately deep, well drained, moderately rapid sandy sails
on 0-V'r slopes. These soils have a low water holding capacity imd
are very low in plant ;-nutrients. The remaining 30 c ' of the unit
( component :^t2) is deep, level, poorly and somewhat poorly drained
loamy soils over clay sediments. Runoff water from adjacent upland
areas contribute to the wetness and flooding problem of these
soils.
The soils in component g 1 are rated S3-marginally suitable for
rainfed farming and for irrigated farming. Only the more level
deeper soil areas where drainage can be installed would be Suitable
for irrigation. The use of fertilizers and improved seeds and cultural
practices are essential to achieve the soil potential.
The soils in component # 2 are rated S3-marginal suitability
for cultivation for both dry farming and for irrigated agriculture.
To achieve this potential it is necessary to provide adequate soil
drainage and protection from flooding. The use of fertilizer, im-
proved seeds and cultural practices are also essential to the suc-
cessful use of these soils.
f	 -
TaUIe 15: Selected Soil Properties for Sedimentary Clay Soils (Estimated)
Component, Area Soil Soil Soil Coarse( Perme- Soii Soil Avail. Soil Reaction Relative
ap Unit
Symbol
of
Unit
51ope Depth
Class
Texture Frag-
ments
ability
Class
Drainage
Glass
Wet-
ness
Flood-
ing
water
Cap.
Produc-
tivity
Native
Vegetation
Reference
Materials (1',
o is
Ha t A	 B A	 8
1 A #1	 (4) 80 0-1- VD C C 0 VS P-SP 3 2 3 7.8 > 8.4 1	 2 P Tall Grass P]-F1.1,21
02	 (4) 20 0-2 VD C c 0 VS P-SP 3 2 3 73	 7.8 1	 l P Tall Grass P3,5-F1.16
I B 8]	 (4) 100 0-2 VD C C 0 VS SP-P 3 2 3 7.5	 7.5 1	 1 P Grass-Trees P2-FI,3
C #1	 (4) 70 0-2 VD Sic C 0 S SP 3 2 2 6.8	 7.8 1	 1 F Tali Grass P6-F2.3,4
#2	 (4) 30 0-2 VD C C 0 VS SP-P 4 4 3 7.8 > 8.4 1	 2 P Tall Grass P1-FI,1,21
I D #1	 (4) 60 0-2 VD L CL 0 M-VS (2) MW-SP 2-3 2 2 7.2	 7.6 1	 1 F Trees-Grass 1`844,21
#2	 (4) 40 0-1 VD C C 0 VS P-VP 4 4 3 7.4 - 7.8 1	 1 P Grass-Trees P7-F4,23
I E 91 100 0-1 VD C C 0 VS P-VP 4 4 3 7.8 > 8.4 1	 2 P-VP Tall Grass D-Imagery
Topo. 145ps
1	 F dl 35 0-2 VD L 3iC 0 M-VS (2 1b1-S? 2-3 3 2 7.2	 7.6 1	 1 F Grass-Trees F2,6
92 65 0-1 VO C C 0 S-VS P-VP 4
!
4 3 7.4 -	 7.8 1	 1 _	 P Tall Grass F2,7,8
I G Vl 40 0-1 VD SiC C 0 S-VS SP-P 2-3 2-3 2 6.8 - 7.5 0	 I F-1' Grass-Trees F2.12,13
N2 60 0-3 D-MD L C (i 0 P.-VS (3 W-W 2 2 2 6.0 - 7.0 0	 1 F Trees-Grass F2.19
I H fl 50 0-1 VO C C 0 VS P 4 4 3 7.8 > 8.4 1- 2 P Tall Grass F3,17-F4,18a
02 50 0-2 VO C C 0 VS P 4 4 3 7.5	 7.8 1- I P Tall Grass
i	 F @1 80 0-2 VD C C 0 V5 VP 4 4 3 3	 3 P-VP Tail Grass F3,19
tit 20 0-2 VD CL I C 1	 0 5-V5 I P-VP 3 3 3 1	 2 P Tall Grass F3,19
(1) -P - refers -co profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(2) Very slow permeability at 70-85 cm from surface
(3) Laterite common
(4) Soil properties measured or evaluatea in held
__._
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'Fable 15 continued: Selected Soil Properties For Permanently or Seasonally Flooded Lowlands (Estimated). 	 v
a
Map Unit
Symbol
Cor^poncnt
of
Unit
Area Soil
Slope
X
Soil
Depth
Class
Soil
Texture
Coarse
Frag-
meats
Penne-
ability
Class
Soil
Drainage
Class
soil
Wet-Flood-
Hess	 ing
Avail.
eater
Lap.
Soil lteactlon Relative
Produc-
tivity
Native
Veeetaticn
Reference
Materials (1
u.^c
Ha ,. A 	 8 A	 8
1,10
	 M
m
0
0
N
Q
C
t~
^ b
^a
(1) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew), F - refers to flight notes from aircraft. 0 - refers to other references
(4) Soil properties measured or evaluated in the field
iM
i
. t _	 __
1I	 A .I1 30 0-0 0 P N W A T E R Water F1,742,10-F
i= #2 70 0-0 VD Mu k 0 M Swamp SwanT, 5 -- --	 -- - Aquatic F1,7-F2,10-F
11	 B N1 20 0-0 0 P N jW ATE R ---	 - --	 -- --	 -^ --	 - --	 - --	 --	 - --	 -- Water F1,8-F2,9
► 2 65 0-0 VD Mu k 0 M Swamp Swamp 5 -- - -- Aquatic F1,842,9
N3 15 0-1 VD C 0 VS VP 4 4 3 7 5	 7.8 G	 0 P Tall	 Grass F2,11,1844,
II	 C f1 70 0-0 VD Mu k 0 S Swamp 4 4 -- 7.5	 7.8 0	 0 -- Aquatic F1,4
N2 1 30 0-1 VO C C 1	 0 VS jVP a 4 1	 3 7.5	 7.8 0	 0 P Tall	 Grass F1,4
} Se ected So 1 Propert es	 FoT Recent Alluvium
III	 A N1 50 0-0 0 P
E 
N W A T E R -- --	 -- --	 - -- - -	 --	 - --	 - -	 -- F1,6
02 50 0-2 VD Muck 0 M Swamp Swamp 5 - -- --	 -- --	 -- Aquatic F1,6
111
	 8 41	 (4) 40 0-2 VO L C 0 S-VS SP-P 2-3 2 2 6.8	 7.8 0	 1 F Tall	 Grass P10-F4,7,7a
N2	 (4) 40 0-2 VD S LS 0 R-S W-E 1 1-2 3 5.8	 7.0 0	 0 G Trees-Gras P12-F4,8,16
P3 20 0-1 VD C C 0 VS P-VP 4 4 3 7.5	 7.8 0	 1 P-VP Tall	 Grass 44,7,8,16
III	 C B1	 (4) 80 0-2 VD SL CL 0 HS-S Mi-SP 2 1-2 1 6.8	 7.2 0	 1 F Trees-Grass 1`4,1`942,5
M2 20 C-1 VD C C 0 VS P-VP 4 -4 3 7.2	 7.5 1	 1 P-VP Tall	 Grass -	
/F4.2
III	 D xT	 (4) 00 0-2 VD L C 0 S P 3 3 2 6.8	 7.8 0	 1 F Trees-Grass P11
III	 E N1 00 0-5 S-D L CL 0-2 MS M14-P 1-3 3 2-3 5.5	 c5.5 0	 0 P Trees Gen,.	 obs.
III	 F N1 00 0-3 MD-D SL CL 0-1 M W 1-2 2 2 5	 <5 0	 0 P Trees F3,21,22
40
1
Table 15 continued: Selected Soil Properties For Undulating To Rollins; t.'plands (Estimated).
Component Area Soil Soil Snil Coarse Pere- Soil Soil Avail. :oil	 Reaction P.elative
Map unit of Slope Depth Texture Frag- ability Drainage i:et- Flood Hater Product- Native Referencen o is
A	 B A	 BSyr^o1 Unit HA	 . class B vents Class Class ness tng Cap. j	 tivity Vegetation Materials (2
IV A 41 100 5-15 S-MO Gal) C 1-2 14	 (X) W 1 1 3-4 <5	 4 0	 0 P-VP Trees 2,23,24,25
IV B fl 100 3-10 VS-P.0 GL C 1-2 M	 (X) W 1 1 3-4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees .26 27,2B.
4.1,2IV C fl 100 10-25 vS-K0 GL C 1-3 M	 (X) W 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees Other Res.
1V D 11 70 5-10 S-YO FL C 0-1 M	 (X) W 1 1 3 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees Other Res.
f2 30 10-15 VS-S GL CL 2-3 M W 1 1 4 <5	 5.0 0	 0 VP Trees
1V E !1 50 5-15 S-MO L CL 0-1 -M	 (X) W 1 1 3 <5	 <5.0 a	 0 P-VP Trees F2,29,30
12 50 10-20 VS STL STL 2-3 M W 1 1 4 <5	 45.0 0	 0 VP Trees
IV F fl 00 10-20 VS STL BR 3-4 Lithic E 1 1 4 <5	 <5 -	 - VP Grass 2,34,35-1`2,7
IV G I1 50 3-10 S-MO FL CL 0-2 M W 1 1 3 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees they Res.
#2 50 19-20 VS-S FL GL 2-3 M W 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees
opo-Soil-Ira
IV H 11 00 2-10 S-MO L CL 0-3 M-M W 1 1 3-4 5	 .5.0 0	 0 VP Trees Cher Res.
opo-SOil-Ina
IV	 I 01	 (4) 35 2-10 S-0 L CL 0-3 M W 1 1 2-3 <5.0	 <5.0 0	 0 P Trees P13
f2	 (4) 65 10-20 S L CL 1-3 H W 1 1 4 <5.0	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees 14
IV 3
SPNP
4 they Res.
12 30 0-2 D-VO LL CC 002 S-VS 3 2-3 2 .6	 >6 0	 0 P G ass
(1) STL - Stony Loam; FL = Fine Loacy; GL - Gravelly Loam; BR = Bed Rock; (X) - Laterite restricts water rrAvement tnraugn sots 	 I
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(4) Soil properties Treasured or observed in the field
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Tables 15 ebnttnued. Selecter Soil Properties For Hilly To Steep Uplands (Estimated)
Component Area Soil Soil 50i1 Coarse Perm- SD1 Soil- Avail, Soil Reaction Relative
Unit of Slope Depth Texture Frag- ability Drainage Wet- Flood- Water Produc- Dative Referencebodic
Ha R	 b A	 8bol Unit S class vents Class Glass ness ing Cap. ti vity Vegetation Materials (21
A 81 25 25-40 VS
RTL
R 2-4- Lithic SE-E 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees F2,26.31
X2 75 5-20 54S L 1-3 M 1t 1 1 3-4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees F2,26,31
8 41	
C 100 15-30 VS R 2-4 MR SE-E 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees 0 Topo Maps
Imagery-Soil
C P1 80 25-50 VS STL OR 4-5 Lithic E 1 1 4 <5.0	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees F2,3343,2,4
12 20 10-25 S FL GL 1-3 M W 1 1 4 <5.0	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees
0 01 15 5,^r- 15 S-HO FL GL 0-2 M W 1 1 3 <5	 <5 . 0 0	 0 P Trees F3.5
02 85 25-40 VS STL OR 2-4 Lithic E 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees
E 91 E . 25-40 VS STL BR 2-4 Lithic E 1 1 4 <5	 <5 . 0 0	 0 VP Trees F3.16
02 40 5-25 S FL S7 1-3 M W-SE 1 1 4 45	 <5.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees
F 41 70 10-2S S-MO FL ST 0-2 H W 1 1 3-4 <5	 <S.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees F3,12,14
92 30 20-35 5-VS STL ST 2-3 SE U-SE 1 1 4 <5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees
G #1 80 25-50 VS STL BR 3-5 Lithic E 1 1 4 c5	 <5.0 0	 0 VP Trees F3,13,13a
#2 20 15-25 S GL ST 1-3 SE SE-E 1 1 4 <5	 4.0 0	 0 P_Vp Trees
(1) FL - Fine Loamy; STL - Stony Loam; BR - Bed Rock; GR - Gravelly Loam
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions ( ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
Map
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. Table L, continued: Selected Soil Properties For Undulating To HnIling Uplands (Estimated)
Component Area Sail 5oi1 5oi1 Coarse Perna_-^ Soil Soil Avail. Sail	 Reaction Relative
Map Unit of SIGpe fkpEh Texture Frag- aUility Drainage Wet- Flood-
 Water r	 r	 oou Prtldu[- 1{ative --Reference
SyrSol unit 5 Class rants Class I	 Class ness ing Cap. tivity Vegetation Materials (2lia A	 B A	 a
(1)
IV K D 35 0-5 MD-0 CL C 0 S !id-SP 1-2 2 2-3 6.0	 7,0 0	 0 F-P Grass 3,9.11,15
12 65 5-15 S FL C 1-2 HS-S Md 1 1 3-4 6.0	 7.0 0	 0 P-VP Trees 3,9.11,15
IV L 6l 85 5-20 S-VS FL GL 1-3 M-14R W-SE 1 1 4 45.5 0	 0 P-Vp Trees 3.10,11
12 15 2-5 14B-D FL CL 0-1 M-115 W-114 1-2 1-2 3 X5.5 0	 0 P Grass F3.10,11
1V M al 75 15-35 S-V5 GL STL 2-4 M,14R W-5E 1 1 4 <5.5 0	 0 VP Trees 0 Topo Maps
12 25 5-10 S FL CL 1-3 11 W 1 1 3-4 45.5 0	 0 p-Vp Trees lcagery-Sail i
IV 11 #1 65 0-3 MD L CL I N VS(3) W 2 2 3 <5.0
	
<5.0 0	 0 _P 50% Trees F2,14,15
12 35 0-2 D CL C 0 vs-S Ira-SP 3 2 2-3 1<6.J	 7.0 0	 1 F-P Grass-TreesF2,14,15
IV 0 it 100 0-3 S-MD SL CL 0-2 MR-VS(3 W-SE 1-2 1-2 3-4 4.0	 <5.0 0	 0 p-VO 25: Trees "3,31,32
Shrubs
(1) STL - Stony Loam; FL - Fine Loamy; CL - Gravelly Loam
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(3) Laterite caumn - restricts water movement
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Table 10: Soil Potential for Sedimentnxy Cln.v Soils
Potential Suitabilit	 For Use^(1)
Hap Unit
Symbol
Component
of
Unit
Area
Work-
abilit
Seeding
Establish.
Potential
14echan-
ization
Erosion
Hazard
Reference
Materials	 (2)
Rain fed A rice ture lrri atedAgricu tore
Ha %
Low Leve
Mgt.
ilgh Level
11 t.
TW or o
Limitations
ig	 Level
Fgt.
Major Sol-F
Limitations
I A 11 8o 3 4 3 1 SC S3 wave (S2)	 (3) av P1-FI,1,21
92 20 3 4 3 1 SC S3 wvC (S2) av P3,5-F1,16
I	 B 11 3 4 2 1 S3 S3 VC (52) tv P2-Fi,3
I C #1 70 2 3 2 1 S3 S2 vc (SO tv P6-F2,3,4
#2 30 3 4 3 1 5C S3 wiavc (S2) iav P141,1,21
i 0 #1 60 1 1 1 1 S3 52 fp S2 tp P844,21
#2 40 3 4 3 1 SC S3 wiv -- -- P7-F4,23
I	 E #1 loo 3 4 3 1 N1 N1 wiv -- - 0-Imagery
7opo. Map
I	 F 11 35 2 2 1 1 S3 S2 fp (S2) tp F2,6
#2 65 3 4 3 1 SC 53 wiv (S2) iv F2,7,8.
I G 01 40 3 3 2 1 S3 52-3 w (52) tp F2,12,13
12 60 1 1 1 1 S3 S2 f S3 tp F2,19
I H #1 50 3 4 3 1 SC S3 wiav (52) iav F3,17-F4,18a
#2 50 3 4 3 1 SC S3 wiv (S2) iav
I	 I 11 E0 3 4 3 0 N1 N1 wiav -- -- F3,19
n2 20 2 3 2 0 SC S3 wav -- -- F3,19
}a
+ra
^e
N
N
a.
p
P
e0
^a
C
A
(1) Ratings apply to a majority of the area for the component of the map unit
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(3) Ratings in () are for paddy rice
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Table 16 continued. Soil Potential For Undulating; To Rolling Uplands
i Potential suitahill	 for uq e	 i]
Carponent Area Potential Ra,.Red A ricu Lure Irrielated Arricu turniae Lev! f 1+196 Levei	 Ra3or Sol ign Level !'ajar	 a:dap gal! t. of War'k- Seeding m cnan- Eras an Reference (2)112terialsSymbol Unit Fla ;. ability E ization Hazard 119t.	 I P. t.	 LinitaClOn5 !rL. Li-ItatiOns
IV R 11 100 2 2- 3 3 3 ril -142	 j 111-142	 ii tfd -- -- F2,23,24,25
FV 8 #+ 100 2 2-3 3 3 U-111 r12-111	 (3) tefd -- -- 173,26,27,28,29
F4,1,2
IV C iil 100 2 2-3 4 4 112 112	 I tefgd -- -- Other Ref.
IV 0 bl 70 2 2 3 3 ril-N2 nl-112	 ( 3) tfd -- -- Other P.ef.
#2 30 2 3 3 3 112 112 tfgd -- -- Other Ref.
iv E Sl 70 2 2 3 3 1i1-112 111-112 tgd -- -- 172,24,30
12 so 3 3 4 4 rig H2 tefgd -- --
IV F #1 100 4 4 4 4 tit 112 tefgd -- -- F2,34,35-172,7
IV 6 #1 50 2-3 I	 2 3 4 mil-112 111-112	 (3) efgd -- -- Other Ref.
32 50 3 3 4 4 112 112 tefgd -- -- Tope-Sail-Icage
IV K 11 100 3 3 rh	 3 3 112 112 efgd -- -- Other Ref.
e
Topa-Sofl-lrzge 
IV I #1 35 2 2 3 2 53 53 fgd -- -- P13
02 65 3
1	
3 4 3 111 111 tfgd -- -- P14
IV 1 #1 70 2 2 2 2-3 SC S3 efm 53 tefd Other P.ef
12 30
i
2 2 2 1 S3 S3 wiv -- iv
(1) Ratings apply to a majority of the area for the component of the map unit
(2) P - refers to profile oescriptions ( ground creep); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(3) There ray be small areas ( up to 5% or mare) of deeper, rare level soils that would be rated $3
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Table 16 continued: Soil Potential For Permanently or Seasonally Flooded Lowlands
Potential SuitabilitYfor Use	 1}
Flap Unit
Symnol
Component
of
Unit
Area
Work-
bilit.Y
Seeding
EstaSlisn.
Potential
mechan-
ization
Erosion
Hazard
Reference
Materials	 (2)
Rainred 6i ricui.ure Irri qated A ricu Lure
Ha %
Low Level
toot.
High Levai
Hot.
Major 5011
Limitation;
11190	 Level
14	 t.
Kajor boll
limitations
It A d1 30 0 P E 11	 W A Y f R	 --	 -- --	 -- --	 -- --	 --	 -- -	 --	 -- --	 --	 - --	 -- 1,7-F2.10-F4.10
Q 70 4 4 4 1 112 112 wi -- -_ 1,7-F2,10-F4,10
II	 B 91 20 0 P E,ti W A i E R	 --	 -- --	 -- --	 -- --	 --	 -- --	 --	 -- --	 -- --	 -- F"	 13-F2.9
#2 65 4 4 4 1 112 112 wi -- -- V1,842,9
#3 15 3 4 4 1 SC SC wiv -- -- 2,11,18-F4,9,11
II C 01 70 4 4 4 1 112 112 wi -- -- 1.4
92 30 3 4 4 1 SC SC wiv (53) wiv 1,4
Soil Patentifl For Rece t Alluvium )
III A #1 50 0 P E H	 W A 7 I R	 --	 -- --	 -- -	 --	 -- --	 --	 -- --	 --	 -- -	 --	 --	 - --	 -_ ],6
92 50 4 4 4 1 112 U2 wi ,Y2 wi F1,6
III B #1	 (4) . 40 1 1 1 1 S3 S2 wp 52 w-p 10-F4,7,7a
92	 (4) 40 1 1 1 1	 W2 (3) S3 52 mf S1 fp 12-F4,8,16
43 20 3 4 3 1 111 Ill wiv -- iv 4,7,8,16
III	 C #1	 (4) 80 1 1 1 1 W2 (3) S3 S2 mf S2 fp 4,P9-F2,5-FG,20
$2 20 3 4 3 1 111 Ill wiv -- iv
I
III	 0 91	 (4) 100 2 2 1 1 S3 S2 wip 53 wip P11
III
	 E H1 100 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 S3 53	 j5) wid -- -- General ohs.
III	 F 61 1001 2 2 2 2 5C S3 dmf -- -- F3,21,22
S1) Rating apply to a majority of the area for the component of the map unit
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(3) w - wind erasion
(4) Soil properties measured or evaluated in the field
(5) About 112 of these soils are rated hl
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componen t Area Potential Ra nfed Acricuiture Irricated R rscu Cure
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LIMt
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ability
Seeding
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ization
Erosion
i Hazard
ReFeranre
Materials	 (2)Ha :
-1-0-W -L sgrn	 Level
R t.
ma.lar	 as
limitations
sg	 eve
l?	 t.
Nazar Soil
Limitations
#1 35 2-3 2 2 2 53 52-53 tvd -- -- F3,9,11,15
#2 65 2 2 3 3 141-112 N1-N2 `	 tevd -- -- F3,9,11,15
#1 85 2 2 3 3 M-112 M412 tegd -- -- F3,10,11
02 15 2 2 2 2 Sc S3 fed -- -- F3,10,11
#1 75 4 3 4 4 112 112 tegd -- -- 0 Topo flaps
02 25 2 2 3 3 111-N2 .111-112 te9d _ _ Imagery-Sall Maps
#1 65 1 1 1 1 SC S3 Id -- -- F2,14,15
#2 35 2 3 2 1 S3 S2-3 wf -- -- F2,14,15
Ni 100 1-2 2-3 2 2 613(3 H1-112 Hl-112
I
fdm -- -- F3.31,32
Map Unit
SYMO01
IV K
IV L
IV M
IV H
IV 0
M
a
n.
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C
sy
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Table 16 continued: Sail Potential ror Billy To Steep Uplands
` Potential 50 tdbility For Use	 1)
Conponent Area
I
Potertiall Hainfed Agriculture rr1 ate	 A ricu ture
Hap Unit
symbol
of
Unit
Work-
abilit
Seeding
Establish.
Mechan-
ization
I Erosion
Hazard
Reference
Materials	 (2)Ha -
Low Level
id	 t.
nigh Leve
lI t.
".ajor	 of
Limitations
iga Leve I
M t.
Major	 of i
Limitations
V A dl 25 4 4 4 4 lit	 112 tfegd
-- -- F2,26,31
02 75 3 3 4 3 ^ NI-92	 N1r1`12	 (3) tegd -- - F2,26,31
V 8 dl 700 4 4 4 4 r;2	 N2 tfegd -- -- 0 Topo-Imagery
Soil Maps
11 C 41 80 4 4 4 4 € N2	 N2 tfegd -- I	 -- F2,33-F3,2,4
H2 20 4 3 4 3 11412	 11-112 (3) tfegd -- --
V D N1 75 2 2 3 3 I S3	 53 fed -- -- F3,5
#2 85 4 4 4 4 N2IN2 tfegd -- --
V E 01 60 4 4 4 4 N2	 I	 N2 tfegd -- -- F3,16
N2 40 3 3 4 3 Nl-N2	 141-N2 (3) tfegd -- --
V F #1 70 3 3 4 3 I11-N2	 N1-N2 (3) tfegd -- -- F3,12,14
A2 30 4 4 4 4 N2	 N2 tfegd -- --
V G 67 80 4 4 4 4 N2	 N2 tgefd ?
ff
i -- -- F3,13,13a
p2 20 3 3 4 4 N2	 N2	 (3) tefd I	 -- --
^ I
(1) Ratings apply to a majority of the area far the component of the map unit
(2) P - refers to profile descriptions (ground crew); F - refers to flight notes from aircraft; 0 - refers to other references
(3) There may be shall areas (up to 5% or more) of deeper, more level soils that would be rated as S3
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Soii and Agriculture Resources -- Bahr El-Jebel — Sudan
A more careful on-site evaluation of this area may change the
potential estimated for these soils.
W.H. Shallow to deep, moderately well to somewhat poorly drain-
ed, slowly permeable clayey soils on 0-W5 slopes. Tall grass with
occasional trees are common to this area.
About 35% of the soils in this unit (component #1) are moderately
deep to deep, moderately well to somewhat poorly drained, slowly
permeable clay and silty clay soils on 0-5,r. slopes. These soils have
a high runoff, are difficult to work and have moderate to law water
holding capacity. Under good management, they .respond well to
management. The remaining soils in this unit (65%Q -component# 2)
are very similar to those in component :^r. I except that they occur
on steeper slopes (5-15± r) and are shallower in depth. As a result,
the soils have a high erosion hazard and a low to very low water
holding capacity.
Most of the soils in component :^ I were rated S3-marginally suit-
a"ile for cultivation under rainfed agriculture but the more level,
silty deeper ones were rated 82-moderately suitable for cultivation
under rainfed agriculture. The use of good management practices
including erosion control, nitrogen fertilization and the use of im-
proved seeds and cultural practices are essential to achieve the
potential indicated in the ratings.
The soils in components 2 were rated NI-N2-conditionally and
permanently unsuited for cultivation. Due to soil texture, depth
and slope, these soils were considered best suited for pasture and
range use.
W.L. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable loamy soils on 5-20 1/;,
 slopes. Coarse fragments are com-
mon on steep slopes. Tall grasses with 10-2V, (,, canopy of deciduous
trees are common to this unit.
Eighty-five percent of the soils in this unit (component :htI) are
shallow to very shallow, moderately permeable, Well to somewhat
excessively drained, loamy soils on 5-20 percent slopes. These sons
have a severe erosion hazard and have frequent coarse fragments
on steeper slopes. The remaining 15/r of the soils (component 2)
are moderately deep to deep, mostly well drained, moderately per-
meable Ioamy and clayey soils on 2-5 17c slopes.
The soils in component# 1 are too steep and shallow to be suited
for cultivation. They were rated Nl-N2-conditionally and perman-
ently unsuited for cultivation. With extra care and management
some of the soils rated N1 could be improved enough to mare them
marginally suited for cultivation or for some tree crops.
The soils in component :ht 2 were rated S3-marginally suited for
cultivation under rainfed farming. It is most Iikely that some of
the better soils in this unit may be classified as moderately suited
69
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for cultivation (S2) under a high level of management. The size of
these areas will be small. Erosion control, use of fertilizers, im-
proved seeds and cultural practices are essential items to follow
in order to achieve full potential of these soils.
The soils in this unit appeared to be Somewhat deeper and better
than those neap units to the west. A more careful ground check
may show these soils somewhat better than the rating given here.
CErtainly, the climate is more favorable for year-round rairrfed
farming.
IV.51. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable Ioamy soils on 5-35 c,'o slopes. Rock outcrops and coarse
fragments are common. Vegetation common to the area is short
grass and 15-30r('I tree canopy with numerous bushes.
Seventy-five percent of the soils in this unit ( component g 1) are
shallow to very shallow, moderately permeable, well drained gravelly
and stony loam soils on 15-Wf^ slopes. Mountains with bedrock
outcrop are common. The remaining twenty-five percent of the
30ils (component 2) are shallow, moderately permeable, well
drained loamy soils on 5-10c^ slopes. These soils occur largely in
valleys between mountains and oil 	 IeveI areas in hilly country.
me to the nsture of the soil, component 91 was rated N2-per-
manently unsuited for cultivation. These soils are suited for grass
and tree growth.
The soils in component :H: 2 are somewhat better than those ing 1
but are still too shallow for cultivation. They were classed at N1-N2-
conditionally and permanently unsuited for cultivation.
W.N. Moderately deep, well drained, moderately to slowly per-
meable loamy soils oil 0-3`(' and deep Somewhat poorly drained,
slowly permeable, clayey soil- oil 0-2'C* slopes. Laterite is coninion.
Sixty-five percent of the soils in this unit (component g 1) are
moderately deep to shallow, well drained, moderately permeable
loamy soils over hard laterite oil 0 -3';, slopes. Thirty-five percent
of the soils (component :q: 2) tine deep to moderately deep, mode-
rately well to somewhat poorly drained slowly permeable clayey soils
on 0-2"'e'; slopes. The soils in component # 2 will be wet with some
ponding during the rairay season.
The soils in component #1 were rated S3-marginally suitable for
cultivating under rairrfed farming, however, it is recognized that
some of these soils are best suited for pasture or range (N2). The
depth to laterite and the amount of coarse fragments on the surface
are major factors influencing use. However, these soils are also very
low in plant nutrients.
The soils in component g 2 we3 ,; rated S3 marginally suited for
rainfed farming with a small amount of the better areas being rated
moderately suitable (S2) for rainfed cultivation. The soils in this
unit appear to be somewhat deeper and finer textured then those
in component fl-. 1. The nutrient level in these soils are estimated
to be somewhat better than those in component 1 but still low.
Ooil depth and nutrient level are key factors limiting potential.
It is suggested that a more careful study be made of this unit to
verify its potential. The ratings we have given may be too good.
TV.0. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderate to
moderately rapidly permeable sandy soils over laterite on 0-3A
slopes. Vegetation largely brush with sparse grass cover and
10-25°Ja tree canopy.
The soils in this unit appear to be very poor, low in fertility, sandy,
droughty, shallow and with numerous coarse fragments. They were
rated N1-N2-conditionally and permanently unsuited for rainfed
agriculture. They are best suited for pasture and range use but
this potential for producing forage will be Iow.
The soils in this broad grouping occur on the hilly, steep and moun-
tainous upland areas in the southern part of the study area. They
include as inclusions some valleys and high plateaus with soils that
are moderately deep and gently sloping. These small areas are suited
for subsistence farming. Some may be suited for selected, adapted
tree crops. The rainfall is generally high (over 1200 mm) and where
the soils are suitable, rainfed crops can be grown a high percentage
of the time.
Most of the soils in this general grouping are going to be steep,
shallow with frequent rock outcrops, high runoff and erosion hazard
and rated permanently unsuited for cultivation, but suited for grass
and tree growth.
V.A. ShaIIow, well drained, moderately permeable, loamy soils on
5-20 %r slopes and steep, very shallow, stony soils on mountains.
Twenty-five to forty percent tree canopy and grass grown in the
area.
Twenty-five percent of the soils in this unit (component # 1) are
very shallow, steep and stony with frequent rock outcrops. The soils
in the remaining 75ir of the area (component 2) are shallow,
well drained, moderately permeable loamy soils commonly gravelly
and stony on 5-20 17,
 slopes.
Soil depth, soil slope, coarse fragments, low water holding capacity,
high runoff and erosion and low fertility are major factors limiting
i
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use. The soils in component :H: 1 were rated N2-permanently unsuited
for rainfed cultivation and those in component #2 conditionally and
permanently unsuited for rainfed cultivation. Some of the letter
soils in component :Jr. 2 are likely to produce more vegetation than
those in component g- 1.
V.B. Very shallow, well drained, moderately rapidly permeable,
gravelly and stony soils on steep slopes. The vegetation consists
of 40-60 1/c canopy, trees and grass.
The soils in this grouping are too steep, shallow and stony for
cultivation. They are very low in fertility, have a high runoff and
erosion hazard and are rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultiva-
tion. TheL- best use is for range, wood crops and wildlife.
V.C. Very shallow, excessively drained, stony soils with frequent
bedrock outcrops on mountains and moderately deep soils in narrow
valleys. Twenty-forty percent tree canopy interspersed with grass.
Eighty percent of this area (component# 1) is steep, shallow, stony
rugged mountains rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation.
Twenty percent of the unit (component# 2) occurs in valleys.
These soils occur on more gentle slopes, are somewhat deeper and
were rated N1 and N2, conditionally and permanently unsuited for
cultivation. In some of th- broader valleys there are alluvial-
colluvial soils that may make up 5% of the unit. These better soils
are suited for cultivation and would be rated S3-S2, marginal to
moderately suitable for rainfed farming. Rainfall  is adequate to
allow rainfed farming a high percentage of the time.
V.I.I. High mountains with very shallow, steep slopes and with
relatively flat tops with soils that are moderately deep, loamy and
permeable on 5-157, slopes. The vegetation is grass with trees
providing 30-45% canopy.
Most of the soils in this unit occur on mountains (8V(' -component
2). They are very steep, shallow, stony, and rugged with high
runoff and erosion. They were rated N2 permanently unsuited for
cultivation.
About 15% of this unit (components 1) occurs on relatively level
to gently sloping mountain tops or plateaus. These soils are shallow
to moderately deep, moderately permeahle and well drained but
subject to severe erosion. These soils were rated C3-marginally
suitable for rainfed farming. In general, these soils occur in small
areas and would not lend themselves to large scale commercial farm-
ing. They are presently used by numerous villages and tribes for
food crops. Good management including fertilization and the use of
improved seeds and cultural practices would increas p, the produc-
tion many times. Some tree crops would prrbably do well on these
soils. Rainfall is adequate for farming most months of the year.
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V.E. Very shallow to shallow, excessively drained, stony soils with
frequent outcrops on mountains.
About 60% of the soils in this unit (componentg 1) are very shal-
low, steep, stony and rugged with high i unoff and erosion. They
were rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation.
About 40 of this unit consists of shallow, moderately permeable,
well drained loamy soils on 5 -25°Ja slopes. These soils are somewhat
better than those in component #1 but for the most part are still
unsuited for cultivation. A small percent of this unit was rated
N1-conditionally unsuited for cultivation but most of it is N2-per-
manently unsuitable.
V.F. Shallow ' , moderately deep loamy soils on rolling to hilly
terrain wit)- jecasional mountains. Trees with 4,0-60 c canopy and
tall Crap, Lre common to the unit.
About 70%- of this unit (component# 1) consists of soils that are
shallow to moderately deep (some deep), moderately permeable,
well drained loamy and silty soils on 10-25% slopes. These soils
were rated N1-N2-conditionally and permanently unsuitable for
cultivation. These are small areas in this component where the
soils are deeper and would be suited for cultivations (S3-marginally
suitable).
The soils on the remaining thirty percent of this unit (component
2) are shallow, steep, mountainous and subject to severe erosion.
They were rated N2 permanently unsuited for cultivation.
V.G. Very shallow, stony, steep, High mountains with moderately
deep soils in narrow valleys. The vegetation is over 80% tree cover.
This unit was separated from V C and V E largely in that the
mountains are higher, more rugged and have a higher annual pre-
cipitation than the other areas.
Eighty percent of the unit (component # 1) consists of very steep,
shallow, stony loamy soils with many rock outcrops resulting in
high runoff and severe erosion. The soils were rated N2-permanently
unsuited for cultivation.
The remaining 20 tfo
 of the soils in the unit (component 2) is
shallow, stony loam soils on 15-25% slopes. These soils were also
rated N2-permanently unsuited for cultivation ; however, small areas
of deeper, more level soils do occur that would be suited at least
for 83-marginally suitable for rainfed farming. jt'
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Soil Properties
and
Soil Potential
Fables
The data placed in these tables are based on field studies of actual'
soil profiles, from other sources of information such as FAQ
1 : 5,000,000 scale soil map, general soil map (1 : 5,000,000 scale)
of Sudan by F.A. Worrall, detailed soil surveys of selected small
projects, data from Navigation maps, observations made and notes:
taken from low flying small aircraft over the study project and
interpretations made from Landsat imagery. Field studies were
confined largely to the study area east and north of the Nile from
,Tuba to Malakal. Map units are marked where data are based on
	 1
soil profile studies. It must be recognized and understood that the
data in these tables are the best estimates that the field soil scientists
€	 could make from these data within the limited time and resources
f	 that were available to them.
The soil potential, as h1dicated by the land suitability classes and
subclasses, is based entirely on the soil, and related climate. Eco-
nomic evaluations such as feasibility of drainage, availability of
water for irrigation, distance from roads or market were not con-
sidered in determining soil potential. Only soil and climate factors
were considered. Thus the ratings given the soil were truly soil
ratings based on
	
s.
	 good management. The level of management
assumed was that recommended to good farmers by Agricultural 	 f
Colleges or extension workers. Use of ., fertilization, improved seed
and cultural practices including soil drainage where needed was
assumed.
E
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Most of the mapping units were divided into 2 or more components
so that more specific interpretations could be made for the unit. The
percent of each component within a mapping unit was determined
from observations made in the field, from aerial observations and
from interpretations made from topographic maps and Landsat
imagery.
The criteria used in the soil properties and soil potential tables were
taken from various sources and some were newly developed or
modified for this study.
Soil ratings for soil slope, soil depth classes, soil texture, coarse
fragments, soil permeability classes, soil drainage, soil reacS,ion
and available water capacity were taken from materials prepared
by Klingebiel in 1976. The basis for these ratings were (1) USDA
Soil Survey Manual, (2) USDA Agricultural Handbook 60, (3)
USDA, SCS National Soils Handbook Notice , 1975 and (4) Soil
Taxonomy, Agr. Hdbk. 436, USDA, SCS 1976. Relative produc-
tivity ratings were developed by Worcester and Klingebiel for this
study. The chemical soil fertility ratings (6-2) in the FAO Haiid-
book were not applicable to the soils of this area.
The following ratings were taken from the FAO Soil Interpretation
Handbook for the Sudan : Soil wetness (6A Drainage conditions
in growing season) flooding (6.5 flooding hazards), soil reaction-
Sodic (6.9 sodicity), workability (6.6 workability), seedling estab-
lishment (6.3 conditions for seedling establishment), potential me-
chanization (6.7 possibilities for mechanization), erosion hazard
(6.10 erosion hazard) and land suitability classes and subclasses
(1.4-1.3 categories of land suitability classification). The criteria and
class ratings for some of the foregoing interpretations were modi-
fied slightly as follows : Flood Hazard (6.5), a 5th class was added
to designate areas permanently flooded, Workability (6.6), Soil
texture was added as a criteria, dense clay (Vertisol) was rated
as class 3.
The Mechanization soil texture (6.7) was added as a criteria. Very
sticky and very plastic dense clays were rated 3, not 2. Sodicity
(6.9) 0 class was added for non-sodic soils, Erosion Hazard (6.10)
used the same rating classes (104) but not same criteria to designate
wind erosion hazards. A <<W>>  was placed in front of class rating
for wind erosion.
Following are the specific criteria and rating classes used in the
soil properties and soil potential tables.
The land suitability classification system described in the FAO
	
UtC-l2tiLil Suit.	 e
 for interpreting soils for the Sudan was used to interpret
	
ability for Use
	
the soils in the study area. Land suitability order and suborder
was given under low and high level management and land suitability
i
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subclasses (major limitations to use) were listed under the heading
:major soil limitations ,. For this study subclass designations (soil
limitations) were listed even for soils classified N2. The degree of
limitation for each subclass can be determined by referring to the
ratings given in the tables under each item rated.
Two orders are recognized and defined as follows :
Order S — Suitable Land
Land on which sustained use in the defined manner is expected to
yield benefits that will justify the required recurrent and minor
capital inputs.
Order N — Unsuituble Land
Land having characteristics which preclude its sustained use in the
defined manlier because of an unacceptable level of recurrent or
development inputs required.
Lmid suitability classes are subdivisions of the land suitability
orders. Three classes are recognized in the suitable order, and two
classes in the unsuitable order. Each class groups lands with a
similar production capacity within a certain range, expressed quali-
tatively or quantitatively, for the type of land use under considera-
tion. In certain situations it may be convenient to designate laud
areas as «conditionally suitable: for a specific use (symbol Sc). It
may be used for relatively small land areas which are not suitable
or only marginally suitable for the land use alternative under con-
sideration, but which are highly or moderately suitable under
specific conditions.
Class St — Highly Suitable Land
Land which is expected to be highly productive for the defined use
and yield high benefits, amply justifying the required recurrent
and minor capital inputs. There are no significant limitations that
will reduce crop yields or increase recurrent costs for production
or conservation.
Class S2 -- Moderately Suitable .Land
Land which is Expected to be moderately productive for the defined
use, yielding moderate benefits, which are sufficiently high to
justify the required recurrent and minor capital inputs. There are
c
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moderately severe limitations likely to reduce crop yields and/or
increase recurrent costs for production and conservation.
Class S3 -- Marginally Suitable Land
Land which is expected to have a low productivity for the defined
use, and yield benefits that are just high enough to justify recur-
rent costs and minor capital inputs. There are limitations which in
aggregate are sufficiently severe to reduce crop yields and/or in-
crease recurrent costs for production and conservation.
Class Sc — Conditionally Suitable Land
Land which is expected to be only marginally suitable or unsuitable
for the defined use, but which would be highly or moderately suit-
able under very specific conditions of management or for other
special uses, which have not been distinguished in the study as a
whole.
The Unsuitable Order N is subdivided in 2 classes defined as follows:
Class N7 -- Currently Unsuitable Land
Land with very severe limitations which at present cannot be cor-
rected economically and which preclude successful sustained use
in the defined planner.
Class N2 -- Permanently Unsuitable Land
Land with very severe limitations precluding any possibility of
successful use of the land for agricultural production.
Land Suitability	 Subclasses are subdivisions of the classes reflecting the kind ofthe major limitations to profitable land use which determine theSubclasses (Major 	 class level. It also reflects the general direction of required im-
Soil .Limitations)
	
provements and so distinguishes lands that di ffer in the nature of
their management requirements.
Subclasses within a land suitability class are indicated by one to
three lower case letters with mnemonic significance following the
class symbol ; e.g. subclass 32p, moderately suitable land with
physical soil limitations. If there is only one limitation the subclass
is indicated by one letter, but if there are two or more limitations 	 j
the subclass will be indicated by more letters. The sequence of
the letters follows the severity of the limitations, the most severe
limitation shown first.	 ,k
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The following limitations will be recognized
c ---- elituate ; limitation caused by adverse climatic conditions
(climate too wet or too dry or adverse temperature regime).
t --- miftworarble toponrapby ; limitation due to unfavorable relief
(macro or micro) or relative elevation limiting its use.
e -- erosion : limitation cruised by erosion lia_:ards or past erosion
damage.
w -- wetness; limitation due to waterlogging caused by a high
water table, slow permeability or slow surface drainage, or
a combination of these.
i — imrndabtion ; limitation caused by inundation (flooding) of
the hued from rivers.
a -- alkalinity ; limitation due to alltaliue soil reaction surd High
exchangeable sodium percentage.
f -- fertility ; limitation due to low chemical fertility (soils have
low content of plant nutrients).
m ---- moisture deficlencies ; laud with moisture deficiencies due to
Soil conditions.
v — vertisolle ; limitation due to a high content of swelling clay.
g --- :surface gravel or ::toms ; limitations due to the occurrence
of gravel or stones eovering^ the surface, hampering cultiva-
tion and seedling establishment.
1) --- physical soil deficiencies ; limitations due to adverse physical
soil properties (other than irrentioned udder v).
d — depth and stoniness ; limitation due to shallowness or stoni-
ness or both, restricting root development.
Each of the limitations represents the absence of optimum condi-
tions for one or more land dualities.
This rating was developed to give some measure of a soil's ability
to respond to good ]naulagement (fertilizer, drainage, improved
cultural practices) and to provide susLained moderate to High yields
of adapted common cultivated crops. It must be recognized that
one cannot rate soils oil basis of individual soil properties alone.
The interactions of these properties greatly influence soil behavior
and response to nitulagement : thins their interactions must be
evaluated in determining soil productivity. Four productivity ratings
were developed, naniely good, fair, poor and very poor
i
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Good—Soils having physical and chemical properties favorable for
high production of common cultivated crops under good manage-
ment, This would include soils commonly rated in the U.S. land
capability class as I and most of II and in the FAO land suitability
classification as S1, highly suitable for cultivation.
Fair—SoilsSoils having physical and chemical properties favorable for
moderate production of common cultivated crops. This reduction
in yields under good management is the result of some limitation
in one or more physical or chemical soil properties or a conibizia-
tion of the interaction of several factors. Soil properties that
moderately limit yields and response to management may include
such factors as moderate degree of soil wetness and flooding, slow
permeability, moderate slope or soil depth rests iction, limited water
holding capacity, soluble salts or a multitude of other factors. Soils
given a fair productivity rating would include these rated in the
U.S, land capability classification as class III and some class II,
and in the FAO land suitability rating S2-moderately suitable.
Poor—These soils have properties that severely restrict the yields
of common cultivated crops under good management. Investments
of labor and capital are most Iikely to produce only marginal
return. Special care, precautions and management are required to
cultivate these soils successfully. These soils would be rated class II
in the U.S, land capability classification and S3 in the FAO land
suitability classification.
Very Poor—The soils in this grouping have soil properties so
restrictive that they are not suited for the cultivation of common
crops, In some instances they may be used for subsistence fanning
but mostly they are used for pasture, trees or for wildlife. These
soils would be placed in classes VI, VII or VIII in the U.S. land
capability classification system and in the FAO land suitability
rating as class N1 and N2, conditionally and permanently unsuited
for cultivation.
Conditions	 This is a rating for evaluating the suitability of the cultivated
topsoil for germination of seeds and emergence and initial rootf•0r• Seedling;	 development of the youn g
 plants. This rating is influenced by the
Establishrrtent	 consistence and kind of stability of the structure of the soil and
I ` the susceptibility of the soil to surface sealing, The soil that seals
easily after cultivating the land has two important adverse effects
on the establishment of seedlings, namely , the mechanical hindrance
to emerge due to crust formation and less availability of moisture
due to a decrease in infiltration of water and increased surface
}	 runoff. Both aggregate stability and susceptibility to surface sealing
are difficult to evaluate and to express quantitatively. However,
;t
{
i
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estimates are made of these soil properties by observations in the
field, evaluation of soils data. Soils with adverse conditions relative
to seedling establishment are considered to have a physical limita-
tion, subclass symbol p.
Conditions far Seedling Establishment
Land Char Field Structure and Consistence Susceptibility to Coarse gravel
surface sealing % of surface
Rating 0 - 15 cm 1/ coverage
single grain, fine crumb (or
1
fine granular), moderate fine None 3
subangular blocky; loose or
very friable moist	 .
coarse crumb ( or granular)
2 moderate medium subangular
slight' 3 - 15blocky, friable to slightly
firm moist
coarse subangular blocky, weak
fine and medium subangular
3 blocky, massive, platy or weak moderate 15 - 40
prismatic; slightly hard dry,
firm to very firm moist
strong coarse angular blocky,
4 massive, platy or strong pris- strong 40
matic; very hard to extremely
hard dry; extremely firm moist
$1
Susceptibility to surface sealing is related to particle size distribution,
bulk density and pore volume, organic matter content and infiltration
rate. It should be esL: ,­ ted from analyses results ( see also table on
estimation of nermeability, page 6-20) and field observations
The drainage of a soil refers to the rapidity and extent of the
removal of water from the soil, in relation to addition from direct
rainfall and runoff and seepage from surrounding areas. The soil
drainage condition of a soil reflects the frequency and duration
of the periods when the soil is saturated with water. Such condi-
tions were estimated by inference from soil profile characteristics
such as texture, structure, color, mottling and quantity and Find
of organic matter, and groundwater levels.
Some soils, particularly clayey soils on water receiving sites, are
ponded for certain periods during the growing season. Length and
frequency of such periods, when water stands above the surface
of the soil, should be estimated.
Soils having adverse drainage conditions limiting crop growth are
given a wetness limitation ; subclass symbol w.
Soil Wetness
(Drainage Conditions
in Growing Season)
^_	 __....
c*
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Soil Wetness
Drainaee Conditions in Growing Season It
Land Charact.
Rating
Soil Drainage 21
Pending hazard, frequency 1
every every every
1-2 years 3-5 years 6-10 years
1 well	 to excessive none none 2 weeks
2 moderately well none 2 weeks 2-6 weeks
3 somewhat poorly 2 weeks 2-6 weeks 6-10 weeks
4 poor to very poor 2-6 weeks 6-10 weeks 10 weeks
11 Not applicable to paday rice; see quality on maintaining surface water.
21 Soil drainage classes as defined in U.S. Soil Taxonomy.
31 Pending is inundation of the soil surface by nearly still wdters, wnich
may be cue to runoff from adjacent land, or by Iiigh rainfall on nearly
flat soils with love permeability,
Flooding, ( Flooding	 This land quality has been distinguished from the previous one as
ffazay-ds in Growing	 flooding (inundation) is oaten not related to the drainage condition
of a soil. Even well drained soils may be flooded for short periodsSeason)	
 as river levee soils, whereas the surface of poorly drained soils
may never by covered with water.
Flooding is not always a disadvantage. However, flooding with
quickly rising flood waters from rivers, intermittent streams or
sheet floods which may cause damage to the land, and crops, is a
strong Iimitation if it occurs often and rating is therefore based
on its frequency.
Lands that have lirnitations due to flooding are given a flooding
limitation ; subclass i.
ORIG214AL PAGE IS
OF POOL. QUALFIY
Flooding Hazards
Land Charact.
Rating
Flooding with high current
during growing season 1/ Flooding with low current
1 once every 10 years zone
2 once every 6-10 years 6 weeks
3 once every 3-5 years 6-20 weeks
4 every 1-2 years 20 weeks
5 continuous
With flooding is meant shallow or deep inundation with quickly rising
flood waters which may cause damage to the land, crops, roads, etc.
.	 ^	 4
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Woy,habilityThe workability of a soil depends on a number of interrelated soil
characteristics such as texture, organic matter, content, structure,
consistence (particularly plasticity limits), and occurrence of
gravels or stones in the surface layer. The workability, or the ease
with which the soil can be worked by hand tools or animal drawn
ploughs, is not easy to evaluate. Generally sandy soils are easier
to work than clayey soils, well structured soils better than massive
soils. Also the moisture content plays an important role. Certain
soils are easy to work at nearly any moisture content, other soils
have a very narrow moisture range within which they can be
worked. Perhaps the consistence of a soil at different moisture
contents is most indicative for their workability. Therefore, in the
rating table wet and dry consistence are used in addition to occur-
rence of gravels and stones.
JI
4lorkabiIity J
Land Charact
attng Het dry
Sail
Text-coarse stones
gravels boulders Consistence 71 Consistence ure
1 3 0.1 nonsticky + non- loose to sandy
plastic to slightly hard
sticky and plastic
2 3-15 0.1-3 sticky + very very hard fine
sticky, plastic + loamy
very plastic
3 15-40 3-15
-- extremely dense
ha rd
4 40 15
--
-- very
Stony
J Hand or animal drawn
In rating the possibilities for the use of tractors and modern agri-
cultural implements a number of land characteristics should be
	
Poteraials fol,
considered, which may hamper the use of such equipment. The 	 Mechanization
following characteristics were selected :
1. Land form and steepness of slope preventing use of tractors
	 (Possibilities
and other motorized equipment.
	 fop• Mechaptization.)
2. Micro-relief which hampers mechanization, and which, if
strongly pronounced, would require land levelling before me-
chanization is possible.
3. Occurrence of gravel, stones, boulders or rocks on or below
the surface.
4. Tilth of the soil. This is difficult to evaluate, as many factors
play a role but also here consistence was used.
-
.
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Potential
Possibilities far Kechaniratian
Lan6
Charact.
Stani nCEE ie :
r
Of Surfat
Is
	
farm
consls ten co,
surraca soil
ravel
0.2-
stone 1/
Soil
and
steepest
IM
reliefat n9
1.5 cn 7.5 cm rocks V slope 5 (cm} q/ Het try TeEture
1 -3 X0.01 <l flat	 to .10 nonsticky ♦ loose sandy
undulatin.
.10 nonplastic to loam(0-0) to rzderate hard
I  sticky r
plastic
2 3-15 0.01 .0.1 1-2 roliin 10-60 sticky + very fine
Y (8-16 10-25 Very plas- hard silty
tic clayey
3 15-30 0.1-3 2-10 hilly 60-43 very sticky extreme- dense
(I5-a0 (1640) (25-40) + very ly hard clay
5/ plastic
4 30 ^3 '10 steeply '4a -- -- rock
('60) dissected ( • 40) swamp
S,/ ( 30)
1) Includes stones (7.825 em) and boulders (> 25 cm).
2) Assuming diameter of 30 cm, 10 to 30 m apart. 3) Idem, 2-10 m apart.
3) Bedrock exposures, 5) 100-300 m apart. 6) 30-100 m apart.
4) Microrelief is relief irregularities and undulations within less than 60 m
distance; it is expressed as the average difference in height between low
and high spats. Figures In parentheses refer to gilgai relief of verttsols
for current land suitability. In gilgni relief the distance between ups
and downs is 7nostly in the range of 3 to 10 cm, which makes mechani-
cation unfeasible at relatively low relief intensity.
Figures in parentheses refer to the difficulty to overcome this limitation
by scraping, and should only be used in potential land suitability clas-
sification.
Sodicity
Sodicity is determined by the exchangeable sodium percentage
(ESP). Also in rating the sodicity one should ta pe into account
whether the ratings are made for current suitability, when «culti-
vatedn land is classified under present conditions of land use. or
for potential suitability in case major land improvements or develop-
ment of virgin land is considered. However, as sodicity limitations
in soil are more difficult to overcome than salinity, no separate
rating tables are given for current and potential suitability classi-
fication, but different rating for the latter is made possible by
means of footnotes.
In the table below, ratings are given for sodicity, based on ESP
and SAR of the soil solution. The ratings 1, 2, 3, and 4 reflect
nonsodic, slightly sodic, moderately sodic and strongly sodic soils,
respectively.
1^ .
f	 'iI !
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Sodicity
Land Charac.
Rating
E	 S	 P
(0-30)
E	 S	 P
(30-90)
S	 A	 R 2/
(0-30)
S	 A	 R
(30-90)
0 .- -- --
1 410 420 <8 e18
2 10-20 20.35 8-18 18-38
3 20-35 35-50 18-38 38-68
4 >35 >50 X38 X68
1/ For potential suitability ratings may be raised one level if
permeability is more than 2 cm/h, thus mainly in loamy and sandy
soils (see table in section 6.8)
1 SAR may be used for Vertisols and other soils if ESP figures seem
unreliable.
Soils that have sodicity levElls high enough to affect plant growth
get a sodicity limitation ; subclass symbol s.
Erosion is the result of the action of water or wind upon the sail
and is related to the characteristics of the soil itself, including; its
topography, and the type of vegetation or land use. As either agent
is active in a different way, water and wind erosion will be rated
separately.
The ratings 1, 2, 3, and q reflect presence of no, slight, moderate 	 Erosim Ihi arils
or severe erosion hazards, respectively, if soils are not protected.
The degree of erosion hazard indicate-, whether protection measures
are needed and/or what kind of land use may safely be selected
for, such soils. The occurrence of erosion hazards xill si rongly
determine the lat:d suitability class for many land use types, but
should not be gives much weight for land use types that give good
protection to the soil (e.g. forestry).
Soils that are eroded or are susceptible to erosion, either by water
or by wind, are given an erosion limitation ; subclass symbol e.
I
Erasion Hazards
Land Char
Evidence of Evidence of Susceptibility to
Ratin3 sheet erosion
	 11 gully erosion 2/ soil	 erosion	 3/
1 none to slight none insignificant
2 roderate slight slight
3 severe moderate moderate
h
-- severe severe
i.:. Degree c` grind erosion %,r— indica*_ed by placir.g a "w" in frcn; of r.hv
I.
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To assist reader comprehension of the details of the soils infornia-
tion in this study a number of ..nail scale genexalbed maps were	 r	 ;'
prepared from the 1 : 500,000 scale Landsat imagery soil maps. Data	 r`
contained in the interpretive tables were used as a basis for pre-
paring numerous interpretive maps, Examples of such maps are
included in this report. Others can be prepared as needed.
On all small scale maps, such as the ones in this report, only a few
major kinds of soil can be represented. There are many other soils 	 1
not descObed that occur in each delineation. it is our best judgment 	 k
that about 60 to 75 ;7, of the area will be represented by the genera]
kinds of soil and interpretations we have described for each of the
map units.
The map shown in Figure 1 is a summary of the larger soil ma.p
	 Getet•cY Piked Soil Alac
using Laadsat imagery as a base. The 40 delineations shown on
the Landsat map are combined into five on this map. The G reas on
the map represented by numbers 1, iI and III are the lowlai d areas
that are seasonally or permanently flooded or wet. The frc,-i.uency
and duration of flooding of these low lying soils is an important
	
F ^
	 l
aspect of the use and management of this area.
	 i
In this study, specific measurements were ;.acct made to actei mule
frequency and duration of flooding. Our interpretations were made 	 ?	 1
from field observations of vegetation and terrain, and evaluation
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of soil properties. Predictions on some areas could be made with
reasonabiQ accuracy but on others only estimates could be made.
It was obvious that some areas are flooded and wet most of the
time, others inundated only during the rainy season, some wet or
flooded only during extreme weather conditions and others not
flooded at any time. To achieve full soil potential for some of the
areas, water retention and flood control measures ne;°.d to be in-
stalled. further studies are needed regarding flooding before
accurate predictions can be made on soil potential for development.
Interpretations made in this study assumed that water control
could be achieved on the soil areas identified as I and II on the
general map.
Deposits of montmorillionitic clays of varying depths generally
occur throughout the soil areas I, and III as shown in Figure 16.
In many areas, the clay extends from the surface down many meters
in depth) . In other areas (IIIB & IIIC) , deposits of coarse soil
materials (sand and loams) have washed over the clay deposits
burying them several meters deep. The type and depth of over-
burden material varies area by area. To more thoroughly map and
interpret these soils, a careful study needs to be made of the source
and composition of these overburden soil materials as well as the
frequency and duration of flooding. In developing management
practices for many of these soils (IIIS,C,D), one must recognize
that the dense, impervious clay layer commonly underlies the me-
dium and coarse textured surface layers.
The soil areas shown as IV and V on the map are medium textured,
moderately permeable, well drained, commonly shallow, sloping to
steep, highly wea t hered upland soils generally low in productivity.
The soils identified as VI are mostly on undulating to rolling topo-
graphy, commonly shallow with small scattered areas of moderately
deep and deep soils.
The soils in Group V are mostli, mountainous, shallow and stony
with occasional narrow valleys and ridges where the soils are
deeper and more productive.
Figure IB : Generalized interpretive soils map.
Figure 17 shows the different kinds of soil limitations that influence
soil use in growing common cultivated crops. These areas are Men-
tified by the following soil symbols :
Kinds of Soil
Limitations
1	 ^	 t
{r
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IIIl3, IIIC — The soil in this group have the least soil limitations
for use of any of the soils in the study area. The limitation to use
for cultivated crops are slight to moderate. The sandy soils are
generally low in plant nutrients and during the dry season are
droughty. In some areas, the sandy overburden is shaiow to dense
clay causing a limitation to root growth and water movement.
U,IB,IC,ID — These soils are very dense plastic clay, very slowly
permeable soils classified as Vertisols. They are difficult to work,
very plastic when wet and hard when dry. They have a low water
M	 i	 ti
1	
f^
I	 I•	 ^
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holding capacity mak ill€',' them droughty during the d ry se.won.
Some of these soils are sodium affected.
IF,M,II — The soils ill this group are very slowly permeable plastic
?	 clays that are wet and flooded during the rainy season. Flooding,
wetness, permeability and workability are the 111[Ljor limitations,
!I
I f ^' IG,IIID,IVN -- The major limitations of these "iclils are that they
are seasonally wet clays with slow to ver y slow Immeability. Some
of these soils are loamy and moderately well drained.
j:	 IIA,III3,IIC,IIIA--These sails are permanently wet and floode:l
4}'i	 seasonally. Most of them are awanipy i-a id the feasibility for drain-
age is questionable.
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Figure t.: Map of interpreted soil limitations for rainfed agri-
vulture.
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!	 IIIE,UWJ —The major limitations of these soils are soil depth,
:' f	 gentle slopes and wetness during the rainy season. These soils occur
at the base of higher surrounding areas and in drainageways ; thus
they are subject to periodic flooding. They are low in fertility and
droughty dusting the dry season.
IVH,rVL —The soils in this grouping are shallow and moderately
deep • clayey soils on undulating and rolling topography. Runoff and
erosion is high and the soils have a low water holding capacity.
IVA,Ii,L,ID,E,F,G,H,I,J,11I,®— The major limitations of these soils
is that they are shallow, commonly gravelly or stony, low in fer-
tility, droughty in the dry season and occur on rolling to hilly
topography. They are subject to high runoff and erosion.
	 i
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VA,B,C,D,E,F,G —These soils are very shallow, steep and stony
with numerous rock outcrops. Some of the soils in the valleys
between the mountains are more favorable for use but the areas are
limited. Runoff and erosion is High.
Soil Slops Figure 18 — Soil Slope shows the general topography of the area.
The soils with the greatest`: potential for development, and the
greatest wetness problem are on the more level topography. The
soils on the more sloping areas are subject to heavy runoff and
erosion during the rainy season.
,soil Wan ess Figure 19 — Soil Wetness. This mall is especially good in showing
those areas that have varying degrees of wetness. The wetness
classes are described as follows :
Well to Lseesgive (IA,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,L,M,VA,B,C,D,E,F,G) --.
These soils are well drained, subject to runoff and erosion, and have
no soil wetness problems.
Moderately well (IIIB,C,F,IVK,N) — Some of these soils are well
drained but most have a moderate wetness problem during the rainy
season that cant be corrected with well klimvrt established practices.
Somewhat Poorly (IA,B,C,D,G,IIID,L) — These soils are deep clays
(Vertisols) that are level, very slowly permeable and water stwids
on the level and depressed areas during the rainy season. Low
swails and depressed areas will not drain during the rainy season.
Poor (IF,H,I) --- These poorly drained clay soils occur on flat and
depressionaI areas that flood during the rainy season and water
stands for considerable periods of time. These areas would especially
benefit from some hind of flood control measures that would reduce
the amount of flooding in these low areas.
Very Poor (IIC) — These are low lying alluvial soils that occur
adjacent to the Nile River. They have a high water table and subject
to frequent flooding during the rainy season. They are wet but not
flooded during the dry season.
Swamp-Open Water (IIA,B,IIIA) — Most of the soils in this group-
ing are permanently wet or flooded. This includes the Nile River
and the adjacent low lying alluvial soils. About IYi of the area
consists of higher levees that are very poorly drained but can be
used for grazing or subsistence farming for several months during
the dry season.
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Figure 19 : Arap of soil wetness during the orowitig setison.
i
Summary q fn Results
This study indicates that there are large areas of soil in the South
Central part of the Sudan between Juba and Malakal that have
Z' potential for growing both rainfed and irrigated common cul-
tivated crops. Good management, including the use of fertilizers,
surface drainage, improved crop varieties and modern cultural prac-
tices are required if the full soil potential is to be achieved. Soil
wetness and flooding and fine textured soils that are difficult to
work are common soil limitations.
For most of the area that has potential for development there is a
5 to 7 month growing season and a 5 to 7 month dry period. Some
soils are well suited for irrigation if water is made available a-ad
irrigation systems are installed. See climatic section for details.
Figure 17 shows the location of each of the major kinds of soil
limitations in the study area and Figure 19 shows the location and
degree of soil wetness.
	
The soil potential for rainfed farming of common cultivated crops
	 Soil Potential for-(excluding paddy rice) may be found in Figure 20. Isere, the soils
ar rat d	 d f	 d	 ' d f f	 f	e e goo air, pool, ver,^ poor an unsuite or arming c:
	 Rainfed Agriculture
	common crops. For detailed descriptions of the soils in each of these
	 ` I
groupings refer to the appropriate map unit description
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r
Good RHB,C) — These soils are moderately suited (S2) for grow-
ing most climatically adapted commony cultivated crops. They are
easy to work and manage and will respond to good management.
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Figure 20 : Interpretive map of soil potential for rainfed agriculture
Surface drainage will be needed on level, fine textured soils. The
fine-textured soils that occur in depressions and drainageways are
too wet and difficult to farm. They are best suited for pasture or 	 {
wildlife use. The soils in this grouping should be given first priority
for development for rainfed farming of common cultivated crops.
Fair (IC,D,G,IIID) --- Some of the soils in this grouping are mo-
derately suited (S2) and some are marginally suited (S3) for
growing adapted common cultivated crops. Surface drainage is
i
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needed on flat and depressionaI areas. The moderately suited soils
have loamy surfaces over clay subsoils. They are moderately dif-
ficult to work but respond to good management. The marginally
suited soils are deep clays (vertisols) that are difficult to work.
They are plastic when wet and hard when dry. These soils have a
low water holding capacity and are droughty. The kinds of crops
that can be grown are limited and the yields marginal. The low
lying areas are subject to seasonal flooding.
The soils in this area should be given second priority for develop-
ment for rainfed farming.
Poor (IA,B,F,H,HIE,F,IVJ,N) — These soils are marginally suited
(S3) and unsuited (N1) for growing common cultivated crops. Most
of these soils are very deep, dense clays that are difficult to work
and manage. Some of these are seasonally flooded, and require
surface drainage. Other soils in this grouping are loamy and sandy,
well-drained but shallow to rock or laterite, low in fertility and
respond poorly to good management. These soils should be given
low priority for development for rainfed farming.
Very ]Poor (IO,IVI,K,L) — The soils in this grouping are largely
unsuited (NI) for growing rainfed ,_ommonly cultivated crops ;
however, these are sizeable areas of soils that are marginally suited
for cultivation. The marginally suited soils are moderately deep,
clayey soil on gentle slopes. They are difficult to manage and
erosion and runoff is a problem but they do respond to good
management.
The steep, shallow soils are unsuited for cultivation. Soils delineated
as I-I are wet, clayey, sodium affected soils. More detailed studies
are needed to determine the potential of this area.
Extremely Poor (IIA,B,C,IIIA,IVA,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,M,O,VA,B,C,D,E,
F,G) — These soils have extremely poor potential for the produc-
tion of common cultivated crops. The soils are either extremely wet
(swampy) and subject to frequent flooding or shallow, rolling to
steep, often stony, highly weathered (low fertility) upland soils.
There may be small areas of soil in this grouping that would be
suited kbf special crops (such as coffee), for marginal farming or
could be reclaimed (drained) and made suitable for cultivation.
Four classes of potential for irrigation of common cultivated crops 	 Soil Potential fit,
are shown in Figure 21, namely ; Good, Fair, Poor. Very Poor and
	 Irrigation oJ' Com-Extremely Poor. Potential for paddy rice is rated separately. This
rating reflects soil potential based on an evaluation of the soil
	
moix Cultivated
properties of the mapping units. It assumes water and irrigation
	 C1•0ps
systems to be available and good soil and water management prac-
tices to be followed.
t
Good (IIB,C) — These soils have favorable soil properties that
make them good for growing common cultivated crops under irriga-
98	 Abdul-Hady, Myers, Abdel Samie, Moore, Younis et al.
Lion. Moderate soil limitations will be encountered that can be
overcome with little difficulty. Ill some place, the soil is quite sandy,
resulting in rapid water movement through the soil and low available
water for plant growth. In other areas, the underlying clay layer
will be within a meter or less of the surface. Especially in soil unit
III;, some land leveling will be needed. Good soil and water manage-
ment practices are essential to reach a high potential. These soils
should be given first priority for irrigation.
Figure 21 : Interpretive map of soil potential for irrigation of com-
mon cultivated crops.
Fair (ID,G,IIID) — The soils in this grouping have moderate to
moderately severe soil limitations for use. Some of the soil have
a loamy textured surface over slowly permeable clay and others
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have a clay surface over very slowly permeable clay. 	 Soil per-
meability and wetness are major limitations to use. Some of the
soils in this grouping will respond to good management and produce
satisfactory yields of adapted crops while others will be marginal
in their response to management. A more detailed study is needed
to determine the location and extent of the better soils in this
grouping. This area should be given 2nd priority in selecting areas
for future development.
Poor (IC,F,H,IIIF,IVJ) — These soils have marginal potential for
i!
theroduction of common cultivated crops under irrigation. Thep	 p
major limitations are soil permeability, soil wetness and, for areas ^'	 r	 {
=1 and IVJ, soil depth and soil slope. The rate of infiltration and
the narrow range in the aroistur(- content when the soils can be
worked are major limitations on the clay soils. 	 During the rainy +	 y
season, the low lying areas are flooded. Soils placed in this grouping
should be given a low priority for development for irrigation.
,E
Very Poor (IA,B,I,IIC,IVA,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,O) — The soils
in this trouping have very poor potential for irrigation farming of
common cultivated crops. The soil limitations are ; extremely dense
clay soils with very slow permeability and very poor workability. -	 ...	 .
very wet soils and soils on rolling and hilly topography that are
shallow and highly leached of plant nutrients.
Extremely Poor (II.A,B,IIA,VA,B,C,D,E,F,G) —These 	 soils	 are
either very steep, shallow, mountainous soils or soils that are per- h
manently wet, swampy and subject to frequent flooding.
Figure 22 shows the areas that have good potential for paddy rice Soil	 Potential	 f ol •	s
production under irrigation. These areas were rated on the basis Paddy Rice Produc-
of their physical soil properties. They are all level clay soils with lion
very slow permeability. 	 Some are subject to seasonal flooding, 1
others will have surface water standing on the level and depres- j
sional areas during the rainy season. The other soils in the study
area are either poor or unsuited for development for paddy rice
production. I
All of the soils in the study area were placed into 4 classes on the Soil Engineering	 ^'	
basis of the bearing qualities of the soil (upper 2 meters) for road cl	 p Properties
construction and for foundations of low buildings (two stories or
less) . Figure 23 shows the location of these classes.
Good	 (IVA,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,M,O,VA,B,C,D,E,F,G) — These	 are
well drained upland Soils that have good bearing qualities for the q	 :.
construction of roads and other engineering structures. Estimated'
engineering classification for these soils are SM and GM (unified
classification) and A2-4 (AASHO classification). Some of the soils
in this grouping are shallow to rock, some have numerous bedrock
	^t	
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Outcrops on steep slopes. Shallowness to bedrock and steep slopes are
the only soil limitations to engineering soil uses and these are con-
fined largely to soil areas VA,B,C,D,E,F, and G.
Fair (=,C,F,IVK,L,N) --- These soils for the most part have
loamy and sandy surfaces but are underlain by high shrink-swell
clays at from 1 to 4 or more meters below the soil surface. The
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Figure 22 : Interpretive map of soil potentials for paddy rice r
production.
F
soils are generally well to moderately well drained. If it were not 	 P	 1
for the clay soil below the upper surface soil layer these soils would
have good soil bearing qualities. During the rainy season this clay 	 t	 ..J i
layer can cause problems. The upper 2 meters of these soils were
Lj J--
s^
i.
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Soil and Agriculturo Resources — l3nhr 'El-Jebel — Sudan
rated in the engineering classification as SM ; SM-SC (unified
classification) and A2-4 (AASHO classification).
Poor (IA,B,C,D,F,G,H,I,I]ID,L) -- This grouping consists of very
slowly permeable clay soils with a high shrink-swell potential and
with poor soil hearing qualities. The soils were rated in the en-
gineering classification as CH (unified classification) and A-7
(AASHO classification). These soils expand when wet and shrink
when dry requiring extreme precautions and practices to
stabilize them. Some of these soils flood during the rainy season
(especially IF, H, and IIID) and the rest have standing water on
the Ievel surfaces during this season.
Figure 23 : Interpretive map of soil bearing qualities for enghteer-
ing uses.
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Very Poor (IIA,B,C,IIIA) -- All of the soils in this class are wet
and swampy. They were all rated Very Poor due to the permanent
wetness of the soil, the high percentage of organic matter in the
soil and the amount of high shrink-swell clay in the soil. In the
engineering classifications they were rated OH-CH (unified classi-
fication) and A-7 (AASHO classification).
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Documen ta tion
 of
Computeriezed Cellular
E
Data. Base S`ysteyn
Large volumes of spatially oriented, thematic resource data can 	 Gcrieral DesCr iption
be managed much more efficiently and accurately with the ^tse of a
computerized cellular information data base system. This system. 	 ql ^vsteni
provides for the storage, retrieval interpretation, tabulation, com-
bination and mapping of resource data.
The thematic maps which serve as input materials for the data
base system may be of varying scabs. These maps may be already
existing thematic maps or these prepared by the interpretation of
remotely-sensed imagery. A computer-plotted grid is prepared for
each input map. The scale and projection of each map is taken into
account so the ground location and area for each cell are the same
for all maps. A basic question to be resolved prior to preparing
the grids is the cell size which is optimum for the maps. Factors
such as the complexity of the input maps and or sensor resolution
need to be considered.
The process of digitization of the resource input data involves
coding, on a row-by-row basis, those colunnns where a boundary
condition exists. The row and column numbers are determined from
the computer-plotted grid. Wheat the digitization for a given input
resource map is completed the encoded data are error-checked in
two steps. The first step involves a computer run which checks for
obvious coding errors. Once these errors are eliminated the second
error check is implemented which involves the generation of a
E
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i
computer-plotted map at the same scale as the original input map.f	 Any discrepancies between the two maps are corrected and, if desir-
ed, the two-step error-checking loop may again be entered.
Output which results from this basic data base operation consists
' . of the computer-plotted map at any desired scale and frequency
and areal tabulations. Additional interpretations may be made from
each input resource map with the same types of output products.
Another feature of the information data base system is the theme
overlay capability. This is extremely valuable when the interaction
among various types of resource data need to be analyzed. Any
combination of resource data sets which are spatially registered
and have the same cell size and shape mar be overlaid. Output
products are plots and tabulations as before.
Use of Sysfean in	 The computerized cellular data base system was utilized for the
Sud'can Project Sudan project. The primary purpose for its use was the rapidity
with which a real information could be obtained for various resource
categories and interpretations. A secondary purpose was the demon-
stration of the utility of computer generated resource interpreta-
tion maps.
Input for the data base consisted of a soils and a vegetation map
for the region of southern Sudan, both generated as the result of
the interpretation of Landsat imagery. Both maps were at a scale
of I : 500,000. A rectangular grid was computer-plotted with a cell
size of 2 mm on a side, corresponding to 1 km'-' at the I : 500,000
scale. Both maps were manually digitized using this grid as the
spatial reference: The encoded data which resulted from the digi-
tiztion process were keypunched to cards. These data were then
subjected to the error-checking loops of the data base system. The
plots which resulted from this error loop were compared to the
original reaps. Digitization errors were corrected and the loop was
re-entered until all the errors were eliminated. Areal and frequency
tabulations were then made using the corrected data. The soils data
tabulation results are presented in Appendix B.
Using the basic soils date, 24 interpretations were made. A list of
these interpretations and the resulting areal and frequency tabula-
tions are found in Appendix B. Five of these interpretations were
chosen to be plotted at a scale of 1 : 1,O00,000.
All of the original and interpreted resource data sets are stored
on a magnetic disk and/or tape and are readily accessible for further
data base processing. This processing might include the addition of
one or more basic resource maps, additional interpretations from
any of the basic resources maps, and the overlay of one or more
basic or interpreted maps.
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Appendix A
Criteria Used for
Rating Selected Soil
Properties
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CRITERIA USED FOR RATING SEYEOTED SOIL PROPERTIES
Soil Sloha: Available Tatar Cavacity:
Level-- - - 0 - 2°•. Classes o: available water
Undulating-2 - 5i$ capacity for a soil prof-le
Rolling - .-5 -15a to a depth of ILO centimeters
idly- - -I5 _gO^i (60 inches) or to a layer
Steep - - 25 -405 restricting; root growth.
h;cuntains_^ 	 40 $,Very Low - -	 0_	 8 cm ( 0-311)
Soil Devth: 3:Lavr - - - - -	 8- 1S. Era (3-6")
2: Gioder - 23 c	 (6^9 , , )_ - w15-
Very Shallow- - - < 25 cm { < l0"). -!.High	
^	
23 cmv1	 9 )
Shallow-- - - - -25 50 cm ( 10-20")
Moderately neap -50-90 cm (20-36 11) Guides used to relate w cer
Deep- - - - - - -90-120cm (36-48") hold:.ng capacity to so , ! texture(Hires in inchesfinch roil)Yery : Deep -'- - 120-150cm. (48-60 !')
Extremely âaen- - > 150cn (7 6W .1) cs - - 0.0,3.	 q	 -w-'-.	 - - 0.16 fs - » 0.06	 Sol- - - 0.14
Soil Vermeability (Tnchus/hour): is _ - 0.49	 sicl - - 0,1.5
Very Slaw - - - - - - 40.06 sl _	 0.12	 ;c - - - 0.12
Slaw - - - - - -	 0 ,06 - 0.2 1	 4.13	 dic	 - - 0.13
j^ioderately Slow- - 0.2 - 0.6 ail-	 0.22	 a	 - - - 0.10
Moderate	 -	 - 0.6 - 2.,0 i
Moderately Rapid- -2.0 - 6.0
Rapid	 - -	 6.0 -•20.0
Very Rapid - --	 - j 20.0
Internal Soil Draina¢e (Glasses)
Soil Reaction (PR): Very Foorly, Drained
Acid -.- - -	 4,2Y.Strgnnly Poorly Drained5oaewhat Poorly DrainedStrap E ly Acid 	 - - - - 4;3-5,0
Moderately .aid - - - - 5.1-6 , 0 Moderately Well Drained
Slightly Acid/lUeetral-	 6,1-7.3 'We13 grained	
^
Somewhat Excossivel
	 ur^inedVioderately Alkaline - - 7.4-8.2
-
Excessively L'rainedyStroWY,Strcns Alkaline- ;>8.2
Sail Texture
C	 - Clay SL	 Sar•dY loam
Sic	 - Silty clay ES	 - Lovmy Sand
SC	 - Sandy clay Es	 - FiT1e Wand
SiCL - Silty clay loam CS	 Csarse sand
SCL	 - Sandy 'clay loam GL	 - Gra)relly loam	 ..
CZ.	 - Clay loam FL	 - Fine loamy
SiL	 - Silt loam STL - Stndy loam
T.	 - Loan PR	 - Hed.'rpck
Coarse Fraaments e
Ratinx1 I Ground Corer	 Class
Ilene	 -- - --- -
- 
r -- o ￿ -	 --	 - - o.
Some fragnen:s but can be tilled - - -	 O.1 - - - - - - - -	 1
Tiliago very di.ficult but possible	 - 061 - 3	 - - -	 2
tlachina ti-llage impossible - - - - - -	 3.0 - 15 -
Ilse of any machinery impossible - - - • 15.0- 90
essentially all Coarse fragments - - - -Over 90
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Cra,terio, Used Ear Rmtizts sel em—ped Sol! proptrtiaa
(Continued)
WO 5hevt	 CenSral rilstianshin of +vsteas used for classtft+I'll snit xa mlda
[ihxa tehla Aay bR used :s a 3uUo in claxxtWng 16L14 for vhtch -„a eng0c¢ring tax:
davi Ara 4 LYi114Sle. TJQ x}x”-al p• sieans "$rc4t4r thau; n the zyzbol 4 aaanA %C;4 thdn,"l
11504 texture rnttsad A.M0 sail araperccaa	 -- —,
Glaia and xvo'aol. amstlL si-abdt related td clasn'Mcations
Clay; Sixty clay ell 6-7 StCn shrink-xwgtl clay%%
A«7 htox, iron 0K1dq, kaa tlnttxt Clays.
CL A-7 Lau LL.
	 Cmnerally a 49 net clay.
Silty clay laaa M. A-7 Low LL,	 plastte.
	 fA-h t , clay < l0 pt;.
K-CL A-7 Lgtr LL.
	 :lad, p ;.a7t4c.	 (A-6 tf c147-t Jo 1
[11 1%-7 Rt31l LL,
	 high shrink-swell cla.yx.
M S«7 ILixh LL.
	
!tfea	 *iron exidn
	 kndtinttic.
Clay loss CL A-t, or 4-7 Law LL,
	 Piaxt;a.
1C,-C4 ,l 6
IA-7
Low L4.
	 ladari€Sly pla:tic,CIL 7 high Lt.,	 LL1gh shrank-sited clays.
Mt MvIt LL.
	 Mex. :ran wide. kaoLinittc.
Load ;0 -GL 4-4 "o aratoLY plasc;c (A-6 It clay ; 11 pet;
l CL A-$ i'iaxtlo (A-4	 Lt Clay .4 ;2 FCC).
'0. A-4 Lou olasticiry
 fA-7 ff c1ay.	 :1 acrS.
Silt last -GL A^a Igderat.Tly"p;astLc
	
:l FCC!
"s;1n.
'	
.. m
1 .11L
,L-4 Lau plasrieicy (A-7 it clay -^ 21 pee).
CL A-A plastic.
Sllt - "s i" .!-+ Lou alA3etett .
	 -	 -
Saady clay - {CL 7 rinea X 30 pee.
Ns 1. SC- A«7 Fine+ 56 ncr or less.
Sandy CLAY loan; SC {A-6 p;assxe.	 yiilya 36-50 pet.
"eel" SC A-.'-.-6 plaatt.c,
	 Fine; 35 pee at 1e5s.
CL A+6 Elastic.
	 Fines > So oet.
Sandy 1oa5 Sl1 or A-A Law plaxt:ciey.
"sl" SC A-7-4 t'lsatic.
- S:L-SC- A-2-6- +!adciately olay tiG.
Find #antsy IQ= 5ft ,1-4
_
Wi;Rls;CL,	 F1.A 54 pet or x1435,
"fsl" 194 'k 4 !1011p1lacie.
	 Finds? SC pet,
Mt . A-A !adcratcty plastic.
	 RR44T $4 pc:.
94'se A-4 :!ndnYately olastric.
	 Final So Der nr less
1cry tin4 nandY 10AM ,yz-C4 A-4 yagGratelY plascie,
""6x1 1 " .SL .FL
,
tau atascicfty.
Laa=y sands 3..4 A-:-4 Yonpiascic,	 1'1:1 114 15 pet or xaas.
tlV[s"
Si-SC
IA-4
d-:-4 lmddraecly plastic,	 :tst..3 33 ACS ar leas
SIR A-4 tow plasticikv.
	 Finds	 35 pee,
:A. Little or no ntastictty.
Sand; tins sand se-SHi A-4 Fines apprgx. 5«10 p4e,% A1:-4 Finga apmx. s 10 pet,Sp S-3 Finest 5 net.
r,rry tine nand $y A-n LnH plaxtic.lq,
"v. dN :LL A-4 Lierle or no alaxelcicv.
coarse xsnd Sp; CH A-l. Fines - 5.PC;.
	 .SP -5!1 A-1 Villas 5-12 pct.
SH A-1 Mims 13-25 pqr.
SH 1-2-1 Fines > :5 list.
Cravul, V , G?;Cat A-1 -	 - Fines C 5 pet.
So pct passes No. 1.00 C4 or 4C .1^i	 ::. Fines 5-15 pea.
50 pet of coars4 C;l or CC A-I Ftnex 26-35 pet.
Fanaea ;lo. 4 gieva A-4 FLRcs.7 3i pee,
CC A^6 Flnes > 35 nct.
'1ak n from Guido For .interproung Engineating use; Q: Soiya
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Appendix B
Tho codes listed refer to the computer program coding, classes are 	 Tabidar Stt.minary of
those discussed iii the text; of the report and area, is a tabulation
of the square kilometers ns computed during program operations,
	
	
G' Ilttlar	 a#[t.	 QS
Infornmatiort
Area of Individual $oil Mapping Units
Soil MaAping UM 	 .	 Area, king Soil dapping Unit Area, km2
IA. 125512 1VG 2035
IQ 1337 IV0 3927
IC 5147 IVC 3017
In 7834 IVr 4046
I5 1 .176 IM 9454
IF 3005 1VH 1395s	
1G 5996 iVi 556
IR 4194 LVJ 2352
31 005 3VI; 4132
IIA 11021 1VL 1946
IIB 17750 1VM 1403
IEI:° 4724 IVN 4205
ILIA 2137 , NO 1410
IIIR 5717 VA 3368
111C 4416 Vti 1758
MD 3173 VC 2311
1.116' 1564 V0 1558
1116 1134 V6 last
I.VA 5515 VF 1332
IVa 8107 VG
Total
	 167,474 km2
2767
-
I" . Abasl>Rxdy. Afymrs, Abdol 5am le, Mgora, Younii of al,
Soil A Horizon Textures
CO'da	 Class	 Urea, km2
l clay 27$29-
2 silty clay 5147
4 fine IQAm 24354
5 loam 27744
6 gravelly I=m 17060
7 Stony loam 14652
0 sandy loam 933a
9 sand 5717
10 muck 35632
Soil Q Horizon Textures
Code: Class Area, W
i clay 65861
3 clay 1Qam 37563
4 gravelly loam 5314
9 stony loam 2735
6 loamy sand 5717
7 bedrock 14652
8 muck 35632
Soil Depth Classes
r
code class Area, km2
I very deep 89778
4 deep-medium deep $996
5 medium deep deep 1130
6 medium deep. 4205
7 shallow medium deep 286U2
8 shallow,deep 1564
4 shallot 4688
10 shallow very shallow 6717
12 very shallow-medium deep 10142
13 very shallow 14652
Soil reaction, pH of the A horizon
Cade	 Class	 Area, km2
	
c 5.0
	 61525
2	 5.5	 6043
^a
I I^
SQ11 and Amriaulfure Aeaourcw -- Bahr 9I,Jebal 	 6iu&j
C	 Y
{
f
Sail	 rea g tion, pil of the 8 horizon
Code	 Class	 Area	 km i
- 1	 c 5.0	 61525
2	 c 5,5	 2694 i	 r
4	 7.0	 15845
5	 7.2	 4446 k	 F'
{ 6	 7.5	 1337
7	 7.6	 7834 i
^
s
j 8	 7.8	 16049
s	 j.
9	 8.4
	
22882 +
11	 water	 34862 { }'
i J
Sail Sodicity Classes, A Horizon
Code
	 Class	 Area. king {
{ l	 p	 95756
2	 1.	 40205 i
3	 3	 605
r 4	 water	 30908
Area of Individual Soil Flapping Units
F
Y
F r
Soil Sadicity.Classes, 8 HoH zon
Code	 Class	 Area, km2 R
^ f
30938
f	 `
2	 2	 22852
, y
m
_
3	 ,	 ^	 605 ^ j	 .:.^
Q	 0	 76713
^,
# i
5	 water
	 36336 ?
{
i
XWIDl-klady, Myors, .Abdol Snmie, Moore, YounN at al,
1 soil Drainage classes
{ Code Class Area, km2
4 1 swamp 35532
} 2 very poorly 605
3 poorly-very poorly 4181
4 poorly 12367
i f
5 poorly-somewhat poorly 12512
{ 6 somewhat poorly-poorly 1337
7 somewhat poorly 5147 ;.
8 moderately well-poorly 1564 l
F ^ 9 moderately well-somewhat 12280
poorly i.5
III 10 moderately well 4132 F,t
11 well-moderately well 5996 {
f. 12 wall 46593 1
13 well-somewhat excessive 4759
I..	 A,, 14 somewhat excessive-excessive 1758 €'
15 well-excessive 5717
16 excessive 12894
1 f
?	 :'
{
11
Soil permeability classes
V
Code Class Area, km2
{
^. l very slow 34637 f 3,
2 slow-very slow 3005 i
..
3 slots 13044
4 moderately slow-slow 8578
6 moderately slow 1564
7 moderate-very slow 18035 p
a moderate 7094+1 i
9 moderate-moderately rapid 5701' }	 'a
10 moderately rapid 1758 q..
12 moderately rapid-very slow 141.0
14 1 ithic 87911
^I f
^ t
.	 ..
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Soil wetness 6 asses
I
Code Class Area, km 
^
.1 swamp 38908
1
F	 f
2 1 69108 TGINI&L PAGE 7S !
3 1-?. 2540 'n QUAL
4 1-3 1564
1
5 : 2 14647
6 2•-3 7834
I.	 ^
7 3 22169 i
g. 4 18704
A
Soil erosion hazard classes
Code Class _..Area,	 km2
1 open water 11021
z' 8 605 -^
3 1 78190
4 1w 2 10163
5 2' 1130
6 2w3 1410 z
7 Z--3 3916
8 3 33295 `	 ..:.. --
4 4 21744
Sail flooding hazard ratin.
I
k
Cade Class Area, km2
f ^'
i 61035
.	 `	 rs
s
2 1-2 13925 I	 ^
3 2 3816I
5 3 4737
6 4 18704
7 5 30908 f	 ;
112	 Abdel-Hady, Myers, Abdul Samie, Moore, Younis at al.
Percent slope of the land surface
C.
Code	 a Slope Area, W2
1	 0 33495
2	 0-1 25887
3	 0-2 30396
4	 0-3 12741
5	 0-5 3916
7	 2-10 1395
8	 3-10 17761
9	 5-10 3927
10	 5-75 1266+1
11	 5-20 5314
14	 10.20 4652
15	 10-25 3367
17	 15-30 1758
13	 15-35 1403
20	 25-40 3720
21	 25-50 5078
Available sail hater holding capacity classes.
Code
	 Class Area, k-m2
2	 1 4446
3	 2. 23280
4	 2-3 1564
5	 3 54349
6	 3-4 27611
7	 4 20592
8	 stamp 35632
Content of coarse fragments in the soil
Code	 Class,% Area, W2
1	 0 95774
2	 0-1 8075
3	 U-2 16312
0'-3 1395
5	 1-2 (7754
as	 1-3 7s?3
8	 2-4 GZ31
9	 3-4 4^a;i
10	 3-5 27;7.
11	 4-5 23ii
i L
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4	 ' Relative ease of soil workability with hand or animal drawn implements
Code	 Class	 Area, km2.
I
1	 open water
	
11021
b^ 2	 1	 28198
3	 1-2	 1410 t
4	 2	 44481 t
iE 5	 2-3 	 IM8 k
6	 3	 34480
7	 4	 40666
Soil interpretations for ease of seedling establishment r
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
Code
	 Class	 Area, km2	 Or POOR QUALI'^ ,
.. W
L	 open water	 11021
2 _	 1	 28196
3	 2	 29331 t
4	 2-3	 18631
S	 3	 13201 E
6	 4	 67092
' Interpretation of soil potential for mechanization
-t
f
Code	 class
	 Area, km2 I	 '
t " l	 open water	 11421
2	 0	 31371.
3	 z..	 1376' a
4	 1 w 2	 1564
° 5	 2	 64185
6	 2 w 3	 47957k
Interpretations of the rela.ti.ve
.productivity of the.. soils I
Code	 Class	 Area, km2
h
l .	 very poor	 19485
2	 poor-very poor
	 44745 11	 w
3	 poor	 35299 a
5	 fair	 26596
6	 good	 5717 4
7.	 unsuitable	 35632
f
Etna
L.EY	
rr^^yyy ^,p
	
p^ }^^y	 y^i ^y ^t	 key '
^^	 ^L.0 ll'3^i'6 3 1 'SI\^	 l^L. [9 Q. A r 4
..	 :.	 :.:
4! ?Y
^c Abdel-8udy, Myers, Abdel Samie, Moore, Younis at al,
t
l
r	 s
C y i
} Interpreted . soil potential for rainfed agriculture, law level of
^	
-
management j
I
is Code	 Class	 Area, km2
^ 1	 S3	 35214 {
2	 Sc	 •32398
3	 N1	 2337
4	 Ni -N2	 34301 t
5	 N2-Nl	 8107
6	 Tit	 44096 {,:
r
7	 swamp	 11021 :.y
^ r
{	 s
^	 4
I
i	 I
:<
interpreted soil potential for rainfed agriculture, high level of T
t management
f	 `: k
Code	 Class	 Area, km2
1	 S2	 32313
3	 53	 35299
5	 Ni	 2337
6	 N1-N2	 34301 t
7	 N 2-N 1	 8107
I
8	 N2	 49096
r
9	 swamp .	 11021 4 1.
{
+
{1
p
i3f;
4
I
C.
LEVEL SEDIMENrAY_ UA. Y PLA
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a ,
I
nterpretations of major soil limitations for rainfed agriculture ,	 !
Code -- -	 Limitations	 Area, km2
1. depth, moisture, fertility 1130
` 2 erosion, fertility, moisture 2352
k 3 erosion, fertility, gravel, depth 11049
€
 4 fertility 5996
f 5 fertility, depth 4205 i...
6 fertility, depth, moisture 1410
9 fertility, physical 7834
^
<.. 10 moisture, fertility	 .. 10163
t	
;i
11 topography, erosion, fertility 8107
depth
.,
12 topography, erosion, fertility, 6131
J gravel, depth<<	
Lv 13 topography, erosion, gravel, depth 6717
14 topography, erosion, vertisolic, 4132
depth `.	 t
3 15 topography, fertility, depth 9442 E	 #
1.6 topography, fertility, gravel, depth 556
17 topography, fertility, erosion, 11888 p
gravel, depth }	 -':	 I
19 vertisolic, climatic 6464
22 wetness, alkalinity, vertisolic, 12512
t climatic F	 ;
24 wetness, flooding 24611
f	 ;: t	 r
25 wetness, flooding, alkalinity, 9799
k vertisolic
27 wetness, flooding, depth 1564 €	 t,`.
28 wetness, flooding, physical 3173
29 wetness, floodin g , vertisolic 4181
32 topography, gravel, depth 3017 f
33 swamp 11021
s a
f	 } rnterpreted soil potential for irrigated agriculture, high level of
management.
f
jj
Code Class Area, km2
l 51 5717
2 52 30963
125123 (S2)
s 4 53 11521
5 112 2137
r
^`	 6 unsuitable 104625
4
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Interpretation of major soil limitations for irrigated agriculture
Code Limitation.	 Area. km
I alkalinity, vertisolic	 12512
2 flooding, alkalinity, vertisolic 	 9194
3 flooding, vertisolic	 3005
4 topography, erosion, fertility,	 2352
depth
5 topography, physical 	 13830
6 topography, vertisolic	 6484
7 wetness, flooding	 2137
wetness, flooding, physical	 3173
ll fertility, physical	 10163
12 unsuited	 104625
j
4 7
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MAP OF SOIL
BAHR EL JEBEL
1. LEVEL SEDIMENTiA Y CLAY PL"
A. Very deep, dark, poorl'
slowly permeable soli
(vertisols)
D. Very deep, dark, soma
slowly permeable densO
C. Very deep, dark] someo
slowly to very slowly
D.. Moderately well drains
deep loamy soil over
deeps dark poorly drai
clay soils (vertisols)
E. Very deep, dark very r
dense Clay soils in se
(vertisols) (Does not;
F. Very deep, dark, poor
slowly -permeable clay,
drained, shallow to me
loamy soil over very
G. Well to moderately we
moderately deep loamy,'
and very •deep to deep.
slowly to very slowly
N.- Very deep dark,. very 5
._...sodi um of fected dense
UUW AXAX
BAHR EL JEBEL . REGION'OF THE , SUDAN
SOIL LEGEND
I. LEVEL SEDIIRENTARY CLAY PLAID!
A. Very deep, dark, poorly to somewhat poorly drained, very'
slowly permeable sodium afi'ected,dense clay soils
(vertisols)
B. Very deep, dark, scmvdhat'poorly to poorly drained, very
.slowly pemeable dense clay soils (vertisols)
C. Very deep, dark4 somewhat poorly and poorly drained,
slowly to very slowly permeable clay soils (vertisols)
D.. Moderately well drained, moderately permeable, moderately
deep loamy soil over very slpwly.permeable clay and very
deep, dark poorly drained very slowly permeable dense
clay soils (vertisols).
E. Very deep, dark very poorly drained, very slowly. permeable
dense clay soils in seasonal wet depressions and drainageways
(vertisols) (Does not occur on 1:1,00O;000 scale map)
F. Very deep, dark, poorly and very -poorly drained, very
slowly -permeable clay soils (vertisols) ,
 and somewhat poorly
drained, shallow to moderately deep, moderately permeable
loamy soil over very slowly permeable clays
G. Well to moderately well drained, moderately permeable,
moderately
 deep loamy soil over very slowly permeable clay
and very deep to deep dark somewhat poorly to poorly drained,
slowly to very slowly permeable, silty clay and clay soils.
. 
Yery deep	 .^tery
_rslow! ^a^^t b^^^^paerly ..drainod,
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A. fiery deep, dark, poor';
slowly permeable sodiu
(vertisols)
B. Very deep, dark, somew
slowly permeable dense'
C. Very deep, darks somew*
slowly to very slowly:
D.. Moderately well drains
deep loamy soil over V
deep, dark poorly drai:
clay soils (vertisols),
E. Very deep, dark very p'
dense clay soils in s6
(vertisols) (Does not
F. Very deep, dark, poorl,
slowly permeable clay,
drained, shallow to mq
loamy soil over very ,e
G. Well to moderately welF
Moderately deep loamy,,,
 
and very ,deep to deep j'
slowly to very slowly
U.,
 Very deep dark,, very1
sodium affected dense I
I. Very deep, dark, pobrll
very slowly permeable a
flooded.
H. PERMANENTLY-OR SEASONALLY 1
E 7
A. Permanently flooded al
the remaining area swai
.8. Permanently flooded al
water, the remaining 4
soils.
C. Seasonally flooded, svO
areas of clayey and loo
RECENT ALLUVIUM
ID
III.
A. Seasonally flooded loM
with braided stream chi
S. Deep, well drained, sag
deep somewhat poorly c
permeable clay on fluff
C. Deep, moderately well
over dense clay on 0-21
D. Moderately deep, some-j;
and clayey soils over"ID Shallow to moderatelyi
moderately slowly 
P upland sediments over.
1A
6
A. Very deep, dark, poorly to somewhat poorly drained, very.
slowly permeable sodium affected.dense clay soils
(vertisols)
B. Very deep, dark, somewhat poorly to poorly drained,'very
slowly permeable dense clay soils (vertisols)
C. Very deep, dark-s somewhat poorly and poorly drained,
slowly to very slowly permeable clay soils (vertisols)
D.. Moderately well drained, moderately permeable, moderately
deep loamy soil over very slowly,permeable clay and very
deep, dark poorly drained very slowly permeable dense
clay soils (vertisols).
E. Very deep, dark very poorly drained, very slowly permeable
dense clay soils in seasonal wet depressions and drainageways
(vertisals) (Does not occur on 1:1,000;000 scale map)
F. Very deep, dark, poorly and very poorly drained, very
slowly -permeable clay soils (vertisols)- and somewhat poorly
drained, shallow to moderately deep, moderately permeable
loamy soil over very slowly perimeable clays
G. Well to moderately well drained, moderately permeable,
moderately deep loamy soil over very slowly permeable clay
and very deep to deep dark somewhat poorly to poorly drained,
slowly to very slowly permeable, silty clay and clay soils.
B: .Very deep dark,. very slowly permeable, poorly drained,
sodium affected dense cla y
 sails, frequent flooding (vertisols)
I. Very deep, dark, poorly and very poorly drained, slowly and '
very slowly permeable sodium affected, clay soils, frequently
flooded.
PERM.AIIENTLY OR SEASONALLY FLOODED LOWLANDS
A. Permanently flooded allu vial.soils with over 25% open water,
the remaining area swamp and marsh.
B. Permanently flooded alluvial soils with less than 250t1j open
water, the ruining area is swamp, mush clayey and loamy
soils.
C. Seasonally flooded, swamp and marsh soils with some higher
areas of clayey and loamy soils.
RECENT ALLUVIUM
A. Seasonally flooded loamy and sandy textured soil associated
with braided stream channel on 0-2% slopes.
B. Deep ., well drained, sandy soils and shallow to moderately
deep somewhat poorly drained loamy soils over slowly
permeable clay on fluvial levees on'O-2% slopes
C. peep, moderately well to somewhat poorly drained sandy sails
over dense clay on 0-2% slopes
D. Moderately deep, somewhat poorly to poorly drained loamy
and clayey soils over dense clay an 0-2% slopes
E. Shallow to moderately deep, moderately well to poorly drained,
moderately slowly permeable sandy and loamy alluvium from
upland sediments over clay sediment and laterite on 1-5%
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'	 upland sediments ove
slopes
F. Moderately deep to d
moderately permeable
slopes
IV. UNDULATING AND ROLLING URIA
ID	 A. Shallow to moderately"
permeable, loamy soil
_	 -	 coarse fragments commo
B. Very shallow to moderq^
permeable, loamy soils
coarse fragments commoi
C. Shallow to moderately
permeable, loamy soi 1 s
slopes. Coarse fragmel
D. Very shallow tc moderAl
permeable, loamy soils
slopes. Coarse fragmel
F. Very Shallow to moderal
pekmedb l e, loamy soils
Coarse fragments, Iat19
r^
F. Very shallow, excessi^J
gravelly and severely'
e,a bec i rock on 10-20% s!
G. Shal `tow to moderately t.
permeable, loamy soils
slopes. Some soils a4
outcrops.'
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H. Shallow to moderately
permeable, loamy soi ls ',
slopes. Coarse fragmey
I. Shallow to deep, well
loamy soils developed
Coarse fragments on sW
J. Shallow to moderately a
permeable, sandy soils'
drained, slowly permeaj
0-2% slopes.'
K. Shallow to deep, modern
drained, slowly permeal
L. Very shallow to modera
permeable loamy soils i
common on steep slopes.
M. Very shallow to modera
permeable loamy soils
coarse fragments comma
® N. Moderately deep, well
permeable loamy soils
poorly drained, slowly
slopes. Laterite is ci
r
0. Sha'1 i ow to moderately ..i
v	 _.__ .,u ^ .-	 _.	 ..=. _ ^ -teats-^o^^^^7^.r--auvs:ss^.•..,-tip:_-^^
S { vvaG
F. Moderately deep to deep, well afid moderately well drained,,
moderately permeable alluvial and colluvial soils on a-3%
slopes
IV. UNDULATING AND ROLLING UPLANDS
A. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, -,ioderately
permeable, loamy soils on 5-1.5% slopes. laterite and
coarse fragments common.
B. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable, loamy soils on 3-10% slopes. -ateGite and
coarse fragments common.
C. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, ;,,oderately
permeable, loamy soils developed on bedrock on 10-25Cl
slopes. Coarse fragments common.,
D. Very shallow to moderately deep, we',i drained, moderately
permeable, loamy soils developed ray bedrock on 5-15`-`
slopes. Coarse fragments and laterite common.
E. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, 'moderately
pe jhle, loamy soils developed on bedrock on 5-20% slopes.
Coarse fra.gdents, laterite and rock outcrops are common.
F. Very shallow, excessively drained, ,rapidly pe'rmeabl&.
gravelly and severely eroded stony loam soils developed
on bedrock on 10-20% slopes.
G. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable, loamy soils, ,
 developed on bedrock on 3-20%
slopes. Some soils are stony with occasional rock
outcrops.
H. -Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable, loamy soils developed on bedrock on 2-10%
slopes. Coarse fragments on shallow soils.
I. Shallow to deep, well drained, moderately permeable,
loamy soils developed on bedrock on 2-20% slopes.
Coarse fragments on shallow soils,
J. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
.permeable, sandy soils on 2-5% slopes and deep, poorly
drained, slowly permeable, loamy and clayey soils on
0-2% slopes.'
. K. Shallow to deep, moderately well to somewhat poorly
drained, slowly permeable clayey soils on 0-15% slopes.
L. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable loamy soils on 5-20% slopes. Coarse fragments
common on steep slopes.
M. Very shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately
permeable loamy soils on 5-35% slopes. Rock outcrop and
coarse fragments common on steep slopes.
N. Moderately deep, well drained, moderate to slowly
permeable loamy soils on *0'3% slopes and deep, somewhat
poorly drained, slowly permeable, clayey soils on 0-2%
slopes. Laterite is common.
i
0. Shallow to moderately deep, well drained, moderately to
_..._,-	 moderately rapidly permeable sandy soils over 16terite on
,_.+c _
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D.	 High mantains with
relatively flat top:
O 
deep, loamy and pey
E.	 Very shallow to shat'
soils wi th frequent
a A
F.	 Shallow to moderated
hilly terrain with .d
G.	 Very shallow, stonyg
moderately deep soil ;1
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Note: This map is teased on
altitude aircraft e6conna'iss
®	 Interpretations vsee8 based' a
infrared photographs of both 
dry season include; (date- i€
1198-07491, 1/19/73 -- 11804
1197-07433, 2/5/73 -- 11974
1197-07444, 2/5/73 -- 1197-07
1196-07383, 2/4/73 --.1196-Q
1195-07334. Data for the w4f.
1013/72 -- 1072-07485, 12/13)
11 /7172 -- 11.07-07442: 11 /7A
11/6/72 -- 1106-07383, 9/13/
s.
^a
Y,
0.s l pes . i 10-25% tree canopy wi th
 ..
and sparse OC^UT 9'Pags
HILLY TO STEEP UPLANDS
A. Shallow, well drained, moderately permeable, loft 'soils
on 5-20% slopes and steep, very shallow, Siony.s®ils
an mountai ns.
B. Very shallow, well drained, moderately rapidly Oermeable
gravelly and stony soils on steep slopes
E. Very-shallow, excessively drained, stony soils with
frequent bedrock outcrops on mountains and wderately
deep soils in narrow valleys
D. High mountains with very shallow steep slopes•.and with
relatively fiat tops with soils that are moderately.
dgep, - l oamy 'and permeabl a on 5-15% si open
E. Very shallow to shallow excessively drained, stony
soils with frequOnt outcrops on mountains
E. Shallow to moderately deep loamy soils on rolli ng to
hilly terrain with occasional mountains
G. Very shallows stony, stbep high mauntafns with
moderately deep soils in narrovl valleys.
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